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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better
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yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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Nicole

(See location number on Central Map)

I am writing to you because yesterday I had a
really wonderful experience with a local taxi driver
and I would love to celebrate him in your newspaper.
I was driving down Francisco Villa with a full
carload of people. My kids had just received
an award at their school and we were going out
to celebrate with some other friends and one of
their teachers. We were at the intersection right
in front of the new La Isla shopping center when
it seemed like my engine exploded. There was
smoke (turned out to be steam) everywhere! We
all jumped out and pushed the car to the side of
the road but then weren’t sure what else to do as it
was late and we didn’t know who to call. It was
quite a scene with everyone all dressed up from
the event and the car spewing smoke.
Then, out of nowhere, a young taxi driver
stopped and asked if he could help. Of course!
He pulled off his shirt, braved the crazy heat of my
motor, found that a hose had shot loose, trekked
off to fill a garrafon with water and came back to
put everything back together. He said, “It won’t
last for too long, but it will get you out of this
mess.” I made him take a picture and then he was
on his way, no money exchanged, just goodwill
and a great guy. It was a miracle in the dark night
and I am forever grateful.
I know that his name is Miguel Angel Gutierrez
and his taxi is at Sitio 19. I always believed that we
had some amazing people here in Puerto Vallarta,
but it sure made my night to meet Miguel!
I have attached a photo, although it isn’t great.
Thanks!

You are cordially invited to our
incredible party Saturday, December
15th - the 4th edition of our Save and
Protect the many stray dogs and cats of
Puerto Vallarta.
7 p.m.: Cocktail party in the star gazer
lounge with open bar and appetizers,
and lots of mingling with your old and
new friends.
8 p.m.: Dine and dance on the
pool terrace facing the bay and the
magnificent Guadalupe Church.
Attendance is limited to 120 guests,
reserved tables for seating groups of
friends, as well as some very large
tables to make new friends. The open
bar, delicious choice of meal items and
copious wines are all included in the
price of admission.
There will be wonderful music,
dancing, a contest for best Diegos and
Fridas, and most all a fabulous night
while knowing that all of us together can
really make a difference for the many
innocent creatures that so need our help.
Tickets cost $2,000. Pesos each and
100% of the proceeds go directly to the
various animal associations that will be
represented at the party.
Tickets for Yvonne Kalman’s “FUN’
RAISER” event, the very best party of
the year, are available at:
Galleria Dante, 269 Basilio Badillo,
from Shannon Beston by email:
shannon@bestonproperties.com, Tel.:
223-8275, and from Matthias Vogt by
email: matthias.pv@gmail.com, Cell.:
(322) 213-0038, Tel.: 222-4019.
Looking forward to seeing you
Saturday, December 15th at 7 p.m. at
the top entrance of Casa Yvonneka, 187
Hortensias in Col. Alta Vista.
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Pasitos De Luz and Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic

Next Game: Wednesday, December 12, 2018
Cards go on Sale 3 p.m., Games start at 4 p.m.

(See location number on Central Map)

“My husband and I were in Nuevo Vallarta for a month in mid-Jan to
Feb 2018. We went on an IFC home tour on 01/23/18 and saw 4 beautiful
homes: two on the coast and two up in the hills. A group of new found friends
suggested the tour and it did not disappoint! All the homes were wonderful
and represented a variety of architectural styles - great so you won’t just
see the same thing from house to house. Tour guides were excellent as
were the tour hosts at the homes. A great time that also supports a great
cause - a win-win for everyone. You won’t be disappointed.”
That’s a review on TripAdvisor written earlier this year. 98% of IFC
Home Tour reviews rate them as Excellent or Very Good.
Tours run every Tuesday and Wednesday mornings at 10:30 from the
Sea Monkey Restaurant at the foot of Aquiles Serdan, but tickets are best
bought online at wwwtoursforvallarta.com They are also available on
the day of the tour from 9 to 10 a.m. at the Sea Monkey. Breakfast is
available before the tour and is excellent!
All proceeds from the tours are used by the International Friendship
Club (IFC) to support medical, educational and cultural programs and
charities in this area.
Tours require good mobility as you’ll be walking on cobblestones and
climbing stairs. The results are worth the effort!
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Join us on Wednesday,
December 12th for CHARITY
BINGO! All proceeds support
the Colina Spay & Neuter
(free spay & neuter services for
cats and dogs to those who are
unable to pay) and the children
of Pasitos De Luz (non-profit
organization that provides care
and rehabilitation for disabled
children
from
low-income
families in Puerto Vallarta).
Our bingo games are played
on paper cards and we supply
ink daubers! Buy a package of
seven games for $100 pesos or
VIP bingo package for $300
which includes not only the
games, but 5 tickets for our
amazing RAFFLE and 50/50
BLACK-OUT GAME! Each
game allows you three chances
to win! The winner of each
game receives a bingo bag full
of great certificates generously
donated by local restaurants
and businesses!
The final
50/50 black-out game pays the
winner cash and she/he takes
home half the pot in pesos!
Last 50/50 winner won $3,450.
pesos!
Extra card to play!
Bring 4 pieces new or gently
used clothing to bingo and you
will receive ONE FREE bingo

card for each of the seven
regular games.
Bingo is played upstairs at
Nacho Daddy’s (287 Basilio
Badillo). The room is large,
air-conditioned and smoke free.
Children are welcome! Come
play bingo, have fun, support
these amazing charities and enjoy
the great atmosphere, food and
beverage specials!
If you are interested in
donating a product or service,
we would be happy to help
promote your business. Please
contact Verity Leslie at verbull@
hotmail.com for details.
Please give a shout out to
and support our amazing
sponsors: ACT II, Alexander A
Salon, Artepil Spa, Bagel World,
Barcelona Tapas, Cassandra Shaw
Jewelry, Cheeky Monkey, Deja
New Consignment, Diamonds
International, La Tetera de Luca
Café, Langostinos, Lucy’s Cucu
Cabaña, Nacho Daddy, Qulture,
Salon Malecon and more!
Bingo is played every other
Wednesday, until April - at the
same time and location. Don’t
miss out!
Future 2018-19 BINGO
games to mark on your calendar:
December 26, and January 9,
2019.

Within PV

Adriana Basail

The first month of this season’s Saturday morning Olas Altas
Farmers’ Market has been fantastic!
Located right in the heart of the Romantic Zone on the south side of
town stands the beautiful Lazaro Cardenas Park, dressed with colorful
mosaic decorations in the bubbly Emiliano Zapata neighborhood.
After nine continuous years and thanks to all our steady and new
clients, the market has grown and now has 101 experienced vendors,
all eager to serve and provide fresh, selected and quality ingredients.
From locally grown fruit and vegetables, to free range eggs, cheeses
and breads of all kinds, salsas, gourmet and traditional tamales, savory
pies, jams and so much more to choose from.

Gluten-free and vegan options available too!
If you are looking for presents, our jewelers offer original designs,
beautiful and varied clothing, sandals, hand bags, arts and crafts,
coconut products, bath amenities, tobacco and if you have a pet, you
can get him something too. There is so much to discover as you stroll
through our aisles!
But please, come hungry, to savor and delight your palate with
Mexican and international cuisine, in our covered food court, while
you listen to live music – in three different locations.
Hurray! Olas Altas Farmers’ Market has turned “green” with our soon
to be effective No Plastic Regulations from our Puerto Vallarta Council.
We encourage you to please bring your shopping bags and containers.

The Olas
Altas Farmers’
Market will
be open every
Saturday until
the last week
in April, from
9:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m.

BRING YOUR FRIENDS AND SPREAD THE WORD!
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The giving spirit of the international community, local business
owners and those who enjoy visiting and living in Puerto Vallarta,
once again took center stage on Tuesday, November 20, when
Timothy Real Estate Group hosted their 4th House Hunters
International charity event at Oscar’s Restaurant on the Cuale
River island.
With its ‘Disco Ball’ theme, and lots of big hair and bellbottoms, this high-octane dance extravaganza brought out some
of PV’s prominent players, all of whom helped raise much needed
funds for two important charitable organizations: the Asilo San
Juan Diego and the SETAC Community Health Center.
Guests had the opportunity to have their pictures taken with
“The Village People” and other disco-era celebrity impersonators;
enjoyed fabulous food, drink, dancing and live entertainment
throughout the evening; and ‘Had a Ball’ while supporting some
of Puerto Vallarta’s wonderful charities.
Asilo San Juan Diego is an incredible facility that offers assisted
living services and day care programs for some of Vallarta’s
economically disadvantaged senior citizens. SETAC is a local
community and wellness center whose mission is to reduce HIV
and other STDs in Jalisco’s Coastal Region and Banderas Bay,
through education, detection and prevention.

With $664,369.14 Pesos raised, this year’s sit down dinner and
live show shattered the record amount of monies raised for local
charities in 2016 at Timothy Real Estate Group’s ‘Night of Latin
Stars,’ which was their 3rd House Hunters International charity
event.
“We couldn’t be happier with how the evening turned out. Our
generous friends and local businesses pulled out all the stops in
support of these non-profit organizations that are so vital to our
community,” said Carl Timothy, owner of Timothy Real Estate
Group. “We couldn’t have done it without the support and
commitment of our wonderful donors, the professional staff at
Oscar’s and the local community. A big ‘Thank You’ to everyone
who helped make The Disco Ball a complete success.”
For more information on how you can get involved with either
one (or both!) of these Puerto Vallarta charities, or if you would
like to make a contribution, please contact Carl Timothy at Carl@
TimothyRealEstateGroup.com
(Source: Marie Callan - BanderasNews.com)
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14
6 to 10 p.m.
Gregg Sutton

Get out your party hats, put on your dancing shoes and mark
the date on your calendar: Friday, December 14th, for the next
South Side Shuffles this season.
The Shuffle, now in its ninth year, is put on every second
Friday by a large group of businesses centered on the 200 and
300 blocks of Basilio Badillo, in the heart of the Romantic
Zone. The party goes from six to ten pm, and is an event that
both locals and visitors look forward to with great anticipation.
The participating businesses (art galleries, shops, restaurants,
clubs and theaters) all serve complimentary beverages. Whether
you want to meet our local artists, or do some serious shopping,
or listen to some great music, or just walk around Vallarta’s
favorite neighborhood soaking up the festive atmosphere, the
Shuffle is a wonderful way to spend your Friday night.
The majority of the participating businesses are located on the
200 and 300 blocks of Basilio Badillo. But there are also some
great places to stop on nearby Constitution Street. In fact, the
organizers have made sure that this experience is a “compact”
one. All the participants are located in a short two block stretch,
so no matter how “happy” you get with all your complimentary
drinks, you can still visit every location with ease.
The Shuffle has so much to offer. One of the main attractions
is shopping. By chance, many of Vallarta’s finest shops and
galleries are located on the principle block of the party. Fine
art, jewelry and Mexican crafts of the very best quality can
be found in abundance, not to mention some great food and
fabulous entertainment.
All the businesses on this magical stretch of Basilio Badillo
and Constitución streets have something special to offer. For
the opportunity to ogle, mingle, tipple and even purchase
some really wonderful art, it is an event not to be missed. The
Southside Shuffle really is a must. You’ll have a ton of fun.
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This week, we’ll add a
little history on Her ascent
to such a high rank. For
a complete listing of the
hundreds of pilgrimages
that will culminate on
the day of Her Feast,
December 12th, in Puerto
Vallarta, you can drop in
at the Tourism Office in
City Hall.
The
Virgin
of
Guadalupe
is
often
considered a mixture of
the cultures which blend
to form Mexico, both
racially and religiously.
She is sometimes called
the “first mestiza” or “the
first Mexican”.
In May 25, 1754, Pope
Benedict XIV declared
Our Lady of Guadalupe
(Nuestra Señora de
Guadalupe) patron of
what was then called New Spain,
corresponding to Spanish Central
and Northern America, and
approved liturgical texts for the
Mass and Liturgy of the Hours in
her honor. Pope Leo XIII granted
new texts in 1891 and authorized
coronation of the image in 1895.
Pope Saint Pius X proclaimed
her patron of Latin America in

1910. In 1935, Pope Pius XI had
a monument in her honor erected
in the Vatican Gardens. In 1966,
Pope Paul VI sent a Golden Rose
to the shrine.
Pope John Paul II visited the
shrine in the course of his first
journey outside Italy as Pope
from January 26th to 31st, 1979,
and again when he beatified

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Last week, we told you a little
about the Virgin of Guadalupe,
the history of pilgrimages, and
how La Virgen de Guadalupe got
to become the beloved and adored
patron saint of Mexico and Latin
America
(www.pvmcitypaper.
com/download/523.pdf)
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EXPRESS

Juan Diego there on
May 6th, 1990. In 1992,
he dedicated a chapel
within St. Peter’s Basilica
in the Vatican to Our
Lady of Guadalupe.
At the request of the
Special Assembly for the
Americas of the Synod
of Bishops, he named
Our Lady of Guadalupe
patron of the Americas
on January 22, 1999
(with the result that her
liturgical celebration had,
throughout the Americas,
the rank of Feast), and
visited the shrine again
on the following day.
On July 31, 2002, he
canonized Juan Diego - to
whom She had appeared
on the hill of Tepeyac
near Mexico City in the
year 1531- and later that
year included in the General
Calendar of the Roman Rite, as
optional memorials, the liturgical
celebrations of Saint Juan Diego
Cuauhtlatoatzin (December 9)
and Our Lady of Guadalupe (12
December).
Reference sources: Wikipedia and
www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk

Eye exam and lens tting by specialists
Contact lenses and Large collection of modern
European frames
We are your best option in quality and prices!
Francisco I. Madero #396

SERVICE

(Corner of Aguacate)
Tel. (322) 223 2995 eye-metrics@hotmail.com

Every year, local vendors and businesses gather to sell their goods
at those markets… locally grown organic fruit and vegetables,
homemade yogurt and cheeses, jams, local honey, soaps and lotions,
fresh cut flowers, jewelry, shoes and clothes, art creations, etc.
Mondays - 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. - Bucerías Monday Market at the Art Walk Plaza
Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays – 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. –
Bohemio Artisans Co-op – 625 Lazaro Cardenas
Thursdays - 6 to 10 p.m. - Marina Thursday Night Market along the Malecon of Marina Vallarta.
Fridays – 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. - Sayulita Market near the entrance to the town on Revolución.
Fridays – 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. - Marsol Market in the lobby of the Marsol Hotel, by the Pier
Saturdays – 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. – Three Hens and a Rooster Market – 280 Fco. Madero
Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. – Olas Altas Farmers’ Market at Lazaro Cardenas Park
Saturdays - 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. – Lo de Marcos Market
Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. –
Artisans’ Market in Nuevo Vallarta behind the OXXO by Villa Varadero
Sundays – 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. - La Cruz Sunday Market along the Malecon of the La Cruz Marina
Great fun, tons of samples and treats …and a great way to support the LOCAL economy.
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Christina Larson

(See location number on Central Map)

This holiday season Los Bambinos
present weekly Rock n’ Roll and
Latin shows at Bambinos Trattoria,
Vallarta’s favorite place for Dinner
& Show. Salute to the Beatles, Big
Girls Don’t Cry featuring Frankie
Valli and the Four Seasons and Elvis
with Jorge Acosta are their highly
anticipated Rock shows. Fiesta
Latina on Friday is a perennial
favorite, as the group captures the
heart of Latin music with their own
flair and finesse.
For thirteen consecutive years,
Los Bambinos musical productions
capture audience delight. The group
of four brothers loves to perform and
“Rock n’ Roll” is an excellent sound
for Los Bambinos. They bring
the favored sounds of the Rolling
Stones, the Doors, Elvis, and the
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Bee Gees to the stage right here
in Puerto Vallarta! They always
add their unique spin to the music,
setting the well-loved songs into the
Mexican musical landscape… true
to the group’s upbringing in classical
Latin guitar.   They set the show
off with tight harmonies and sweet
banter, giving audiences a taste of
their brotherly love and charisma.
Whether planning a private event
or wanting a fun night out while in
town, Los Bambinos music delivers
the heart of Puerto Vallarta to you, at
Bambinos Trattoria.
The
group
brings
choice
entertainment to every event and
show, melding disciplined vocal
study and natural musical talent
with over ten years of International
production experience.
Los
Bambinos’
memorable
performance brings the party to life!

Los Bambinos concerts this week
Monday Night 8 p.m. | The Beatles
As always, the brothers add their
unique spin on the International rock
selections, setting the well-loved
songs into the Mexican musical
landscape… for an exciting and
upbeat show.
Wednesday Night 8 p.m. | Big
Girls Don’t Cry featuring Frankie
Valli and the Four Seasons
This dynamic show beautifully
presents the authentic range of the
group’s voices. Los Bambinos
music does justice to this iconic
musical era and artist.
Thursday Night 8 p.m. | Elvis
announcing special guest Jorge Acosta
Jorge’s vocal style and intonation
is naturally Elvis-like, with tasteful
accentuation by Los Bambinos vocal
harmonies, the show is a WOW! “It
felt like I was really hearing Elvis
Presley. Excellent!” -Commented
Israel Gomez, a veteran musician
here in PV. Join the group for a
touching and fun evening while you
dine, drink, dance and relive this
emblematic musical era.
Friday Night 8 p.m. | Fiesta Latina
This is the show for an exquisite
mix of rhythms and beautiful vocals.
It is a show just as spicy as it is
sweet. Each song sweeps you away
to a Brazilian Carnival or a romantic
evening in an Old Mexican town
square. Don’t be surprised if you

hear your favorite Mexican tune set
in a foot-tapping Cuban rhythm! Let
Los Bambinos awaken your senses
with vibrant music, and inspiring
four-part harmonies.
Take a break from the beach and
come to Bambinos Trattoria for
Happy Hour from 3 to 6 p.m.!
Special this week: 3 delicious
bruschetta + 1 penne with broccoli
and mushrooms + 1 margarita or
beer + a scoop of ice cream for only
$265 pesos.
**Only applies on seated meals**
Los Bambinos began performing
in the Puerto Vallarta Romantic
Zone in 2004. Their Dinner-Show
performances at Bambinos Trattoria
are a perfect way to enjoy the
tradition of music in Puerto Vallarta.
Delicious and authentic Italian
(www.bambinostrattoria.com) is
served Monday through Saturday
from 3 to 11 p.m. Please reserve
early, as seating is limited.
Find Bambinos Trattoria on
Facebook @losbambinostrattoria
and unbiased reviews on Trip Advisor.
Bambinos Trattoria is located at
314 Aguacate, corner of Carranza
street in the Romantic Zone, just
before Mundo de Azulejos. For
Los Bambinos reservations: Online
www.losbambinosmusic.com or
222-4357 (English Spoken). See
you at Bambinos Trattoria!

sat on his desk in the Oval Office,
“The buck stops here.” He gave an
order – the military carried it out.
The war ended. If it was politics as
usual now, back then the Enola Gay
might still be sitting on the tarmac.
& Madness: This column’s
deadline is 2 p.m. Mondays and,
from breaking news, it appears
Mueller is going to release a huge
amount of material later in the
week starting with Flynn, whom we
haven’t heard from in over a year.
That said, everything I write may
appear stale dated or miniscule news
in comparison, but I don’t think so.
The news coming out of North
Carolina is about as bad as any
American can imagine involving
voting – meaning fraud, but not
voter fraud, election official fraud.
Those people take an oath to protect
the ballot box and the sanctity of
every vote.
The epicenter of all this is a guy
named Leslie McCrae Dowless –
who is now under fraud investigation
involving the election results for
Republican Mark Harris running

for the state’s 9th District. Final
tabulation shows a difference of 905
votes. Total votes cast: 389,889.
Certification of those results are on
hold as allegations have arrived.
This started with Jeff Smith, owner
of the building where Dowless
was in charge of the collection of
absentee ballots. North Carolina
law only allows the individual voter
or designated close relative to file or
mail the ballot.
Landlord Smith said Dowless
bragged about his ability to deliver
as many as 900 absentee ballots in
Bladen County, and Smith said he
talked excitedly of expanding his
operation beyond Bladen in his work
for Harris in the 9th District, which
stretches more than 100 miles from
Charlotte to the Fayetteville area in
the east. The accusation involves
diverting absentee ballots to God
only knows where.
This past Monday the state
elections board subpoenaed the
Harris campaign.
The chairman of the state
Democratic
Party,
Wayne

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary
filmmaker. He can be reached with a comment or
criticism at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com
Artwork by Bob Crabb.
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Joe Harrington

Goodwin, said, “Republicans
have repeatedly ignored absentee
fraud and, in the face of the new
allegations, have gone silent, both
here and nationally.”
Here’s what’s been learned so far.
The heart of the investigation revolves
around Bladen County, a rural area
south of Fayetteville, whose biggest
employer is the Smithfield Foods
– a pork-processing plant owned
by the Chinese (tried to research if
the employees took a pay cut but
came up empty). A huge amount of
mail-in ballots were requested from
that area and according to the state
investigation, a high numbers of
those requested ballots were never
returned. The demographics of those
vanishing ballots are thus: Nearly 55
percent of ballots mailed to Native
American voters and 36 percent
mailed to African-American voters.
If it walks like a duck and quacks
like a duck, it’s probably election
fraud.
From watching the Republican
shenanigans going on in Wisconsin
and Michigan involving rigging
the system to hamstring incoming
Democratic governors, apparently
there’s a few ducks quacking loudly
in those states.

(See location number on Central Map)

Movies: Eye in the Sky stars
Helen Mirren and, as usual, she
is sensational. The plot involves
a desired drone strike against a
terrorist group. The heart of this
story is just how convoluted war
has become as now it is a tangle of
military objective versus politics
and perception.
The effort is currently making the
rounds on pay-for-TV or available
at your local movies-for-rent outlet.
This film received a well-deserved
94% approval rating from top critics.
The movie creates the illusion that
the viewer is part of the process and
that process is the art of waging war
while those making the decision sit
comfortably at home or at a military
base.
This effort could just as well have
been called Pass the Buck as that is
what everyone who is a civilian –
most politicians or advisors – tries
to do, using the law or rules of
engagement or the old, “I think it’s
not my decision to make.” This is
a British operation but even when
it reaches the Prime Minister, he
– because one of the targets is an
American terrorist – tries to hand
the hot potato off to the United
States.
The clock relentlessly ticks as
the military keeps performing
operations demanded by civilians –
like casualty assessments.
While watching I couldn’t help
but think of Harry Truman and his
comment engraved on a plaque that
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designer at Act II Entertainmentcommitted to designing a
wardrobe for every housedeveloped production at the venue
this season. She is performing as

(See location number on Central Map)

Maria Rose and her
mother were chatting
alone at a table just inside
the entryway at Café
KT, the coffeehouse on
Basilio Badillo, when I
breezed in on Saturday
afternoon last week.
Her
mom,
Marion,
was due to fly home to
Newfoundland, Canada,
the following day after a
two-week long stay here.
She’ll be the first to tell you it
wasn’t a vacation.
Earlier this year, Maria -the
actress, singer, and costume
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pantsuit, which I don’t think has
ever been done before. But I
thought this character is so strong,
and throughout the show she’s
constantly telling Cinderella to
take charge of her own life. And
Hulda gives that strong female
essence which I think right now
is so important. It’s important for
little girls to see such a strong
character.”
For the Cinderella reveal - the
moment before she’s transported to
the ball when, with the help of her
fairy godmother, the drab maiden
uniform becomes a glistening
gown - Maria denied herself to
opportunity to utilize what has
become a drag queen staple.
“I’d seen video where the gown
is wrapped up over and you have
these pouches on either side of
the maid outfit,” she said. “The
dress is folded up into itself and
connects at the waist. And when
she spins around, she pulls a string
and the dress comes down with the
top part falling underneath. What
I didn’t like about that was it was
sort of big and bulky with these
pouches and it was obvious that
it’s how it would be revealed.”

(See location number on Central Map)

well, if not starring, in several of
them. And in an organization that,
by her estimation, employs just
one individual per department,
one cannot afford for any of the
systems to fail.
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s
Cinderella is easily Act II’s
most ambitious production: with
a running time of two hours
(including intermission), there
are fifteen actors on stage during
the curtain call, and nearly all of
them require at least one wardrobe
change. Accordingly, Maria rose
to the occasion.
“Cinderella has been done a
million times,” she said, “so I
wanted to do something a little
outside the box.”
From outfitting the singer and
actress Hulda Hicks in a white
pantsuit for a scene-stealing role
as Fairy Godmother to inventing
the means to reveal on stage
the actress MaryJo Nelson’s
transformation from neglected
step-sister in the titular role to the
musical’s heroine, Maria aimed
high.
“One of the biggest risks I
took, with the fairy godmother,”
she said, “was to put her in a

Joseph Brant
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What theatergoers will likely not notice in
the production is that there are two maid outfits
for Cinderella. “She’s got the main dress and
then another one that looks just like it but
underneath she has the gown,” Maria said,
beaming, visibly proud. “The way that we
did it, it goes over top and it has Velcro at the
seams. And inside the dress there’s a pulley
system. So there’s a million little loops with
strings that pull from every side of the dress
and they’re all connected. Someone actually
comes from behind and pulls on these strings
and, like a pulley, like a ship’s sail, it all kind
of scrunches in and it’s gone within a second.”
Everything was going according to plan she allocated time during her family’s summer
vacation, for example, to browse through
consignment shops up the
west coast of Canada until three weeks prior to
opening night when two
of her seamstresses quit.
This is where Maria’s
mother enters the story.
“We’d
had
a
conversation
just
a
couple days before,”
Maria recounted, “where
she said, ‘one day it
would be so neat, when
I retire, I can come down
there for a month, maybe
in the summer and I could
help you with costumes,’
because she was a
seamstress years ago.

And then a couple days later I found out I had
no seamstress.” The following Wednesday,
Marion had flown into town to support her
daughter.
“It was a sweatshop,” Marion said, with a
laugh. “When I arrived, Maria’s entire house
looked like a fabric store had thrown up.”
“It was amazing, though,” Maria said,
“because I woke up the next morning and she’d
cleaned the house and I was like, ‘oh my gosh,
it’s like you’re my actual fairy godmother!’”
Marion quickly added, “And I said, ‘No, I’m
more like Cinderella.’”
By that time, with just two weeks prior
to opening night, and with the help of
Andy Sands, Zachary Desilets, Michelle
Skibeneckyj Fuentes, and Sue Gavin, the
two got to work. “We finished the day of the
show,” she said. “Hours before the show. It
was the craziest, most stressful time. We were
sleep-deprived. We were going to bed at six in
the morning and getting up at eight to sew all
day long. But when we got to watch the show,
when we hadn’t slept in days and weeks, it
was magical.”
“I’d never been part of a theater production
before so it was fun to be part of that,” said
Marion.
“And the fact that we got to do it together,”
Maria said, “always, it’s something we’ll
remember forever that we did this. And who
knows? Maybe next year you’ll get another
phone call!”
Without missing a beat, her mother replied.
“You better call earlier!”
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Alex Bourgeau

The Palm Cabaret has been enjoying
the compliments over the new cosmetic
and structural changes in the venue.
The lack of obstructing pillars, new
comfortable chairs, improved lighting
and luscious sound, the Palm is now
better than ever. The line-up this year
also warrants many compliments, as we
introduce Puerto Vallarta to new and
exciting acts that have been successful
around the world.

If you have been wandering around the
Malecon lately, you might have notice Richard
Simmons “Sweatin’ to the Oldies”. Well,
don’t be fooled, it’s Nate Buccieri. Nate is
proud to bring his “Big Gay 80’s” show to the
stage. This crazy, energetic, sometime loony
presentation will show you the true side of
Nate. There is nothing calm about this guy. If
you like Whitney, Culture Club, Tina Turner,
or Springsteen, this show is for you.
Wigs, costumes and jokes are what make
this show side splittingly funny. Nate also has
a second show, “Artist Tribute Series” where
each week, iconic artists are on the song list Elton John, Billy Joel, to name a few.

It’s the Holiday Christmas season, and what
a perfect time for Miss Conception to bring
a holiday show. Mondays at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
and Thursdays at 9:30 p.m. “Twas the Night
Before Miss Conception” is a comedic naughty
and nice trip down Christmas Land. Tickets
tend to sell really fast, so it’s best to book early.
You’ve never seen a Christmas like this before.

First up, Liza Lott. This very talented
Liza Minnelli impersonator was a huge hit in
Provincetown, and we could not be happier to
have her here. The moment she appears on
stage, you know she has done her homework.
Belting out classic songs such as “New York,
New York”, “Cabaret”, Matty Laurenza
channels the legendary icon with precision
and vigor. Matty has also been a chosen
performer for this year’s “Wigstock” in New
York City. Check out the online calendar at
www.thepalmcabaret.com for show times.
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Jimmy James wraps up his debut
run at the Palm. The impersonator
received numerous standing ovations,
as audiences left the theatre requesting
more. The legendary voices are spot
on, and the story telling is as engaging.
Jimmy’s final show is December 8th, so
don’t miss this show! We look forward to
welcoming Jimmy next season.

Kim Kuzma has a new sound, and new vibe, and a new show. The hot
new collaboration with new band members features hit songs from ABBA
and Cher. It’s classic Kim Kuzma style, with a new added punch. Check
out why this songstress extraordinaire has been a favorite for so many
years. Kim can be seen on Tuesdays at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

For four shows only, Denita Asberry rocks the stage with her show
“Shades of Soul”, performing the music of Rhythm and Blues superstars
such as Tina Turner to Aretha Franklin. This girl has the pipes to thrill just
about any audience.
Fernando Gonzalez has been
working hard promoting his new
show, “Rumba Por Piel Canela”.
Fernando joins four of the top
musicians from Puerto Vallarta
and beyond. The result is a tight
collaboration bringing you an
authentic Latin sound featuring
the music ranging from Gypsy
Kings to Ricky Martin. The
audience dance, sing and stand
for a rousing ovation. Fernando
also invites different artists to
join Piel Canela on stage, so you
never know what you might get.

Make sure you keep up to date on all the
events at The Palm Cabaret. This season
we are proud to bring the most diverse
entertainment the venue has ever had.
Check out the website to read about Luna
Rumba, Paige Turner, Aurora Sexton, and
RuPauls Drag Race season three winner
Raja. The surprises keep coming, and the
stars keep shining.
The 2018/2019 season has been a labor
of love for the team at The Palm Cabaret.
Never has such an array of talent graced
the stage as it will this season. From
Drag, Vocalists / Musicians, Comedians,
Mentalists and Variety Acts, we promise
there is something for everyone.

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Check out the website at www.thepalmcabaret.com for schedule and info. The Box Office will be open from 10 a.m. to close to answer
your questions, and book your seats. You can also call us at 222-0200 for show information. Here’s to a great new season!
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John Warren

(See location number on Central Map)

Regular readers of this newspaper know that
the choice of music in Puerto Vallarta is rich and
deep. We are lucky to have Incanto, Act II, the
Palm and many other venues that employ artists
from near and far, all offering a wide variety of
excellent music.
For those people who enjoy the “serious” music
of classical composers there is also the joy of
following the Puerto Vallarta Chamber Orchestra
which, last spring, offered us a performance by
Grammy Award winner cellist Donald Moline
playing the Boccherini Cello Concerto in B flat.
Later this month, the orchestra will be having
two Christmas concerts: one will be on Sunday,
December 16, at 7 p.m. at the American School
(in between Plaza Marina and the Airport), and the
other on Monday, December 17, at 7 p.m. at Salon
Paraiso in Nuevo Vallarta (beside Hospital San
Javier). Price of admission is 200 pesos adults,
and 80 pesos children. In addition to classical
favourites, traditional, and popular Christmas
music, the concert will feature the Concerto for
Two Flutes and Orchestra by Cimarosa with
soloists Klaus Liebetanz and D’Rachael.
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Tickets are available at the American School or
by calling 322 131-8800.
The PV Chamber Orchestra has grown to be a
full-sized orchestra and is the only community
orchestra in this area. Directed by Daniel Oliveros,
the Orchestra has over forty local and international
musicians from more than ten countries and
produces the highest level of classical music in
the region.
The Orchestra is part of Instituto de Artes Musicales
Puerto Vallarta (IAM PV), which is one of the thirty
programs and charities supported by the International
Friendship Club (IFC) in PV. The IFC’s mandate
is to help other organizations provide education,
health and social services to the community of
Puerto Vallarta and IAM PV employs teachers to not
only foster the love of music in children but, along
the way, instill in them the discipline, teamwork,
listening skills and dexterity to read music, keep time
and play an instrument well.
Recently the “Mexican Traditional Music
Program for Children in Need”, sponsored by
IAM PV, concluded many weeks of training and
rehearsals with a concert commemorating the
Mexican celebration of the “Day of the Dead”.

Twenty-three children played violins and guitars,
while singing several traditional songs and reciting
poems at the headquarters of the D.I.F (the Social
Services Department).
As well as the Chamber Orchestra, IAMPV has
the Salty Paws Jazz Orchestra under its umbrella.
It’s a very popular band amongst jazz aficionados
and plays some excellent Big Band music from the
days of Gershwin, Miller and Goodman. Their
next concert will be at Plaza Caracol at 5 p.m.
on Sunday, December 9th. They always have the
audience jumpin’ and jivin’.
The orchestra and the jazz band appreciate your
support and you will appreciate their musicianship
whether your taste in music is Oscar Peterson or
Dmitri Shostakovich. Remember the dates - Sunday
9th for jazz, and the 16th and 17th for the classics.

to travel, and to sell her work in other
areas as well. It has been interesting
to see the growth and development of
June’s jewelry throughout the years.
Her use of semi-precious and precious
stones is very impressive. Her travels
to New York, Tucson, India, and
Morocco have influenced her work.
June first studied jewelry making in
New York and then after teaching and
working in the Big Apple, she was
able to do an apprenticeship in Taxco,
Guerrero, Mexico. She was in Taxco
for 3½ years and then returned to NYC
to start making a living from jewelry
making. She has done the craft circuit
in New York, and at the same time was
selling her work in Vallarta. What sets
her jewelry aside from contemporary
jewelry these days, is that everything is
completely handwrought and her prices
are very accessible - considering the
amount of work involved.
She would love it if you all came up
to her Gallery on Saturday, December
15th, and Sunday, December 16th,
from 1 to 8 p.m., to celebrate another
season in Vallarta, see old friends and
meet some new ones. There will be
lots of treats so come hungry!
It is very easy to get there, just walk
up the hill from Olas Altas, the street
where the pier is, she is on the corner of
Francisca Rodriguez and Pino Suarez.
For those who have mobility issues,
she will gladly call you a cab when
you are ready to leave. If you have any
problems, you can call her and someone
can come out to flag you down!

Gallery: 200 Francisca Rodriguez, Tel.: 222-5049, Mexican cell: (322) 779-6491, U.S.
cell: (646) 338-7373, U.S. land line: (646) 291- 6852, Email: junesjewel74@hotmail.com

(See location number on Central Map)

As the holiday season is quickly
approaching, we start to be aware of
some of Vallarta’s holiday traditions.
Local jeweler June Rosen López, who
has a gallery in her home, has had a
holiday open house for the last 16
years. This is an exciting event and
just a nice time to meet new people,
have a few laughs and take a moment
to enjoy the festivities. This is a casual,
fun event and all are welcome. June
opens her home to old friends, but at the
same time wants all visitors in Vallarta
to realize that they are welcome. This
is a great time to take a look at her new
collection and just mingle!
June has been living in Puerto
Vallarta since 1979. She first arrived
and was living in YELAPA for about 6
years. Then she and her sister opened
up a boutique and they had the shop
for 16 years. In 2001, June decided to
just dedicate her time to making and
designing jewelry. Her home is one
block up from Olas Altas, the same
street where the pier is. She is across
from the new building, Pier 57.
It is hard to believe that now she has
actually had the gallery in her home for
16 years, the same amount of time she
had the Boutique. It has worked for
her, and has given her the flexibility
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Born in the city Obregon, Sonora, a resident of Queretaro for many years,
Emilio now resides in Vallarta. He is a self-taught artist who has formed
his talent thru his participation in workshops with international artists such
as Patrick Petterson, Rafael Rodriguez, Gustavo Villegas, Marco Lamoyi
and Ramses de la Cruz, among others. He also participated in other art and
philosophy courses. Emilio’s works are not merely a protest banner, but
rather a funny face rich in textures and aesthetic
in color, as well as in shapes, the confrontation
between the honesty and the respect that is
needed to make delicate pieces of origami They confront the corporate image of the large
transnationals and images of characters from the
mass media.
He became very interested in the cultural
differences between the American corporations
and the Japanese ones. He started wondering
how to put face to face, both different sides of
the coin, and that is how he got involved in the
origami project named “Honor y Decadence”.
The main idea of this project was to find
a Japanese icon that represented honor and
respect versus the occidental culture of massive
consumption, such as logos, pop characters,
brands. After some research, he found origami, a paper folding art consisting
of making animals and objects from nature without scissors, glue or paint.
This technique requires honesty and dedication in order to be successful.
His work always tries to send a social message about the way we are as a

society, but it also tries to be an artistic piece that could be part of the life
of my collectors. “I’ve been playing with nostalgic feelings using popular
characters from our first years as a child.
As humans, we need to express ourselves, and art is the most sublime
way to accomplish this. In search of a way to express my ideas, I have
experimented with different graphic techniques, such as engraving, painting,
drawing and photography.  In each work that I produce, I try to give a
message that reaches the consciousness of people. I am very interested in
theme of the decadence of our modern society, but also the unsettling feeling
of how small our world is in comparison with the universe. Nowadays,
our society is more concerned about the things that keep them entertained
so they won’t have the time or the interest to go deeper into themselves.
We go through life working and living up the day, without taking time
to analyze our existence or the pursuit of happiness. As an artist, I have
the obligation to produce works with a critical
message that sets the spectator into a context
of deeper analysis of current issues that should
interest our modern society. The emptiness of
our generation is caused by the appreciation of
material things which have become the engine of
an increasingly poorer and more lonely society;
being aware that the fight cannot be won, it
encourages me to imprint messages that do not
fit only for decoration, but are appreciated for
the background of the work.”
Emilio was awarded the Apoyarte art program
from the Culture Secretary, and honored with a
mention in the last Biennial of the Constitution
anniversary. He was selected in the I Biennial of
Art Queretaro Santangel, as well as beneficiary
to the program of promotion to artistic creation
by the Institute of Culture and Arts of the state of Queretaro. He has
exhibited in galleries in Mexico City, Oaxaca, San Miguel de Allende,
Querétaro, Monterrey, Puerto Vallarta and Los Angeles! Come meet this
talented young man - who is an avid cyclist in his spare time.
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Born in Guadalajara in 1969,
Nicolas began working in General
Carpentry at the age of 15, producing
stretcher bars and frames for artists.
Through this contact he acquired
learning that opened the way to
the world of painting. At 24, he
continued to acquire knowledge,
reading a wide variety of art books
and attending different museums in
Mexico City. He basically started
painting “self taught” in 1996, when
he had his first show in Tlaquepaque.
He was supported and later studied
under master painter Hilario Alvarez,

a portrait painter who guided Nicolas
to strive for perfection, something
obvious in his detailed paintings.
Gomez painted exclusively for more
than 4 years for the Riu Hotel chain of
Mexico, creating works for the lobbies
as well as their many hotel rooms.
Nick, as he is fondly called by friends,
has painted more than 50 murals, most
for the Italiannis Restaurant chain of
Mexico. He loves to paint marinas,
landscapes, portraits and still life. His
inspiration is the spirit of wanting to
do things better and better, seeking
perfection and satisfaction in his work.
He has owned his own studio for
more than 20 years now. He also
acknowledges and thanks his wife
Juanita Sanchez and his two daughters,
16-year-old Alison and 22-year-old
Cindy. Cindy is now his top protégée,
assisting him on large projects. She
also assists him by making sketches
and taking photographs for him.
There is nothing he can’t paint, as is
evident in his body of works. From
still lives of mandarins, squash, and
other fruits and vegetables that come
alive on the canvas, to portraits of
children, from a portrait of a beautiful
little girl or old lady, to a landscape
or an old building. In September
2012, he participated in a show titled
“Aromas on the Land” during the
Patriotic Festivities. Nick’s works
are in collections in the US, Canada,
South America, as well as in many
private homes and hotels in Mexico.
He is currently learning International
Gastronomy and continues to study
English. In his spare time he practices
Fronton (a form of tennis) and general
sports. His goal: to learn new painting
styles - abstract, modernist and perfect
hyperrealism. He dreams of having
his own house together with his wife
and two daughters in Puerto Vallarta –
where he likes to practice his English
and loves meeting his admirers.
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Efren will be offering painting
demos in the Galleria Dante
garden on December 7, 12, & 17
at 11 a.m. Each demo will last 90
minutes. You will also spot him
painting in the streets of Vallarta
during this week to promote
his Exhibition on December
28th, 2018, at Galleria Dante Cocktails 6 to 10 p.m.

(See location number on Central Map)

Oil painting workshops in January
4 days of painting in oils. One painting each day, different
subjects, will be done with the idea of having the students experience
different situations in oil painting.
Subjects can vary from landscape, water scenes, animals, streets,
groups of people and still life, among others.
Photographs are provided each day by Efren.
All materials included: Canvas, paints, solvents, medium, palette,
table, easel, chair.

Canvas sizes: from 14” × 18”, 16” x 20” and 18” x 22”.
Dates and hours: January 17th through the 20th.
January 22nd through the 25th.
We start at 9:00 a.m. sharp each day and finish around 3:30 p.m.
One hour break for lunch at noon. Cost per person is $400. US dollars.

(See location number on Central Map)
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Each session includes opportunities for the
audience to ask questions, and join in the
discussions. Food and drinks are available
to order. To suggest a speaker, please email
catherinecalderapv@gmail.com

Catherine Caldera
Publicity Director

Opening Dec. 6 at the Boutique Community
Theatre is a house-party comedy, “Love!
Valour! Compassion!”
Directed by Ralph Hyman, the show is about
eight homosexual men in the time of AIDS.
The show contains mature subject matter, and
is recommended for adult audiences.
Hyman, artistic director of The Boutique,
explained why he chose the show. “I know the
theater community of Puerto Vallarta is used to
comedy, slapstick … and forget-your-troubles
theatrical productions.
On occasion, I think we need to return to a
time when the suffering was overwhelming for
the gay community, when every day, we lost
someone who was dear to us.”
Performances will be at 6 p.m. Thursdays,
Fridays, and Saturdays, through Dec. 22.
The cast is Thomas Carroll, Frank Harrison,
Roger Vickery, Rick Bodensteiner, Ron
Untener, Travis Marin Lemus, and Francisco
Flores.
------Popular tribute artist Mikki Prost is back,
with her show “Patsy Cline’s Jukebox”. It
will be performed at 6 p.m. Tuesdays. Arrive
early to be seated for dinner at 5 p.m.
Prost has created an engaging, interactive
show. On the tables will be a list of dozens
of Patsy Cline tunes, and the audience gets to
choose which numbers are performed. No two
shows are alike.
------“Pal Joey” is the movie for Dec. 10, in Paco
Ojeda’s “Dinner and a Movie” series. Grab
your seat in the air-conditioned theater, and be
in place for Ojeda’s 15-minute introduction and
discussion of each evening’s feature. Doors
open at 4:30 p.m., and the presentation at 5.
Ojeda is a local musicologist and writer.
------TED-Type Talks continue to educate and
inspire, every Tuesday, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
“Intelligent Movement Forever” will be
presented by Via Anderson on Dec. 11.
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Fri Dec 7
5:00 p.m. – Dinner, 6p.m. Show
“Love! Valour! Compassion!”
8:30 p.m. - “Texas Embassy Blues Band”
No cover charge
Sat Dec 8
10:30 a.m. – Writers’ Group
5:00 p.m. – Dinner, 6 p.m. Show
“Love! Valour! Compassion!”
8:30 p.m. – “One Man Band” No cover charge
9:00 p.m. - Paco Ojeda’s “Tribute to Sinatra”
Mon Dec 10
5:00 p.m. downstairs - Trivia
5:00 p.m. upstairs -Paco’s Dinner and Movie: “Pal Joey“
Tue Dec 11
11:00 a.m. – TED Style Talk - Via Anderson
“Intelligent Movement Forever”
5:00 p.m. – Dinner, 6 p.m. Show
“Patsy Clines Jukebox”
8:30 p.m. – “Cat Daddy’s Swing Band”
No cover charge

------Dynamic vocalist Hannah Brady is shaking
things up with rock, funk, and soul. “A Dove
on the Beach” honors such legends as The
Jackson 5, Stevie Wonder, Etta James, and
Sting, with the spice of Top 40.
Hannah Brady has sung all over the world,
from New York City to Hong Kong. She was
the original lead vocalist in “Pixels” aboard
Royal Caribbean’s Ovation of the Seas. Her
shows are Sunday nights.
------“Happy Birthday, Frank Sinatra! - A
Tribute Concert” is planned at 9 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 8, hosted by Paco Ojeda.
Come fly with us as we celebrate in this onetime-only show, with special guest artists Renee
Armand and Alain Perreault on vocals, and JeanGuy Comeau on voice and piano.

Wed Dec 12
2:00 p.m. – Bingo
8:30 p.m. - “Jokers” band No cover charge
Thu Dec 13
11:00 am – Bunko
5:00 p.m. – Dinner, 6 p.m. Show
“Love! Valour! Compassion!”
8:30 p.m. - “Xalli” band (No cover charge)
Fri Dec 14
5:00 p.m. – Dinner, 6 p.m. Show
“Love! Valour! Compassion!”
8:30 p.m. - “Texas Embassy Blues Band”

No cover charge
For updates check: BTPV.org for shows,
322-728-6878 Nachodaddy.mx for bands
The theatre is located upstairs at
Nacho Daddy, 287 Basilio Badillo.
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Broadening
perspectives
and
challenging you to think, feel, and
respond, Democrats Abroad returns
for its 10th season of exceptional
Wednesday night films. This year’s
offerings reflect more about history
and politics than usual, because we
feel that this is a period to reflect on
who we are and who we want to be.
We have a comfortable new venue,
upstairs at Nacho Daddy’s on Basilio
Badillo. The tickets are available for
a 100-peso donation from 4:45 p.m.
the day of the movie. films start at 6
p.m., the series running December 5
through all of March.
We are starting an hour early
this year, because from 8 p.m. on the
space is used for music. So should
you want to order something to eat
and drink, seating includes tables for
that purpose.

However, we ask that you come
early so we can start the film on time
with no interruptions.
Several films this year share a political
perspective, while others are just darn
good dramas and documentaries.
We try showing films on African
Americans as close to Martin Luther
King Day as possible, on women the
week of International Woman’s Day,
and so on. And an ecological film to
commemorate Earth Day early. There
are several simply ‘feel good’ pics
as well and, as always, a film which
broadens our understanding of living
in a Latino culture.
This mailing contains the full list and
a reminder will be published before
each individual film. And Democrats
Abroad will have a short flyer on all
dates and films that you can keep with
you and share with friends.
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Produced by ACT II Owners / Producers Alfonso Lopez and Danny Mininni
6-year box office-breaking numbers continue into December with more SOLD OUT SHOWS and 5-star reviews
than any other season. Audiences are going crazy for Little Shop of Horrors, Nunsense A-Men, “Twist and Shout,”
and Rodgers and Hammerstein’s classic, Cinderella, The Musical. Shows are selling fast, so get your tickets now!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Fantastic, fun and magical. A intimate venue with
a very talented cast. Highly entertaining. I highly
recommend going to see this.” - Scott R, 11/21/18

A Cult Musical/Horror Comedy
Produced by Act II Entertainment
Directed by Alfonso López
Wednesdays - Thursdays - Saturdays 7 p.m.
(through December)
One of Off-Broadway’s most popular cult
musicals, Little Shop of Horrors is the hilarious
tale of a down-and-out Skid Row floral assistant,
the girl he loved, and a strange new, man-eating
plant threatening to tear their world apart. This
cult classic was one of the longest-running OffBroadway shows and has become a household
name thanks to a highly successful film version
and a fantastic musical score! For the past 30
years, people just can’t get the catchy music out
of their heads!
Directed by Alfonso López, the uber-talented
director of “Rocky Horror” last year, this
beloved horror/comedy/rock/musical is another
first-class production at Act II and brings back the
sounds and ambiance of the rock ‘n’ roll era. It
stars many of your favorite Act II actors, plus some
wonderful new faces, including Maria Rose,
Joey Martinez, Alex McLauchlan, Andrew
Sands, Shawn Morgan, Eli Estrada, Sasha del
Oceano, and Ximena Peña Esparza.   It also
features the return of Act II Managing Partner,
Danny Mininni, to the stage, with his portrayal of
the crotchety and hilarious “Mr. Mushnik.” With
its delightful cast and toe-tapping music, Little
Shop of Horrors is a must-see this season!
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“ACT II has done it again! Surpassed
themselves. WOW! what a Terrific Show! “Little
Shop...” has all the elements you need to stage this
production, lighting, sound, music, costumes, a smart
and functional set, and props. An energetic and
able top notch cast deftly brings their characters
and The Little Shop of Horrors to vivid life. The
cast shines making their characters both, effective
and entertaining. It’s a grand show.” - afield2015
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 11/17/18
“Best show ever in Puerto Vallarta. A must see,
amazing talent and set design. Would love to see it
again.” – Michelle S, 11/17/2018
“You have to see this play it was fantastic. The
casts execution of the show was wonderful. Loved
Maria Rose as Audrey, her voice is a-amazing.
Costumes all done by her as well. A very talented
cast. You won’t regret seeing this production. Go see
it.” ~ SandiG68, TripAdvisor, 11/9/18
“We have never been disappointed with any show
we have seen here. The talent at this production was
through the roof. There we a couple familiar faces,
Joey Martinez and Andrew Sands and of course
Danny Minnini. If you are in Puerto Vallarta, please
go you won’t regret it AND it is air conditioned.”
- ReedRN, 11/6/18
“Just saw ACT ll’s Little Shop of Horrors. I didn’t
expect the level of professionalism on display, from the
sets, acting, singing to the choreography. ACT ll May
be a small venue but they definitely put on big shows.
Yes it may be a cliche but run don’t walk and get tickets
for this musical. If your plans are for coming down later
in the season go online lots of great shows to come. As
a plus they have a great patio to enjoy a drink prior to
the show.” -rickdj5364YT, Fresno, 11/5/18

TripAdvisor ★★★★★
It just keeps getting better!
On this trip my husband and
I attended 3 shows...Nunsense,
Diana Villamonte and Little Shop of
Horrors. All were very different and
wonderful! I am happy to see that
they are expanding the number and
types of shows while continuing to
bring PV quality live entertainment.
The service is excellent and the
setting fun. Go early and listen to
the music in the bar. And yes, it is for
everyone...please don’t feel it is only
a gay venue...don’t miss it! - Connie,
Long Beach 11/16/18

The dynamic duo, Pedro Islas and
Faride Talamás perform many of the
songs that you love…. I Wanna Be
Loved By You, Can’t Take My Eyes
Off of You, Be My Baby, Lollipop, I
Only Want to Be With You, Twist and
Shout... and more! This show has a
unique format and is full of singing,
comedy, and DANCING to the
rhythms that changed the world!

“We went to the opening of
“NUNSENSE” tonight! What a great
show! It was funny, entertaining and
completed our night! Thanks Act II
for another winning musical!!” –
Rovere Victoria
This year’s FUNNIEST MUSICAL...
BAR NUN! (Pun intended!)
Produced by Act II Entertainment
Directed by Alfonso López
Every Sunday - 7 p.m.

Nunsense, A-Men! is a take-off
on the 2nd longest-running OffBroadway smash hit, Nunsense,
only second to Little Shop of
Horrors! But here in Puerto Vallarta,
all of the characters are MALE
musical comedy performers! Act II’s
“sacrilegious” version of Nunsense,
A-Men! features uproarious horseplay
and side-splitting jokes that are
performed by Bert Ramirez, Shawn
Morgan, José Jasso, Roberto Gomez,
and Al Carswell. Check out their
video, #sheNUNigans, to see them
parasailing, racing down the Malecon
on Segways and experimenting with
tequila... All in full habits! The
Act II nuns are always up to
something new and irreverent!
Directed by Alfonso López and
choreographed by Steven Retchless,
Nunsense, A-Men! is the kind of
show that picks you up and shakes
you around and makes you want to
dance. What more could you want
from a musical than passion and
laughter and fun? This is a show not
to be missed at Act II Stages!

“Nunsense is fun, fun, fun! You’ll
be tapping your toes to the music
and laughing at the jokes and antics.
Another directing job well done
Alfonso López! Casting was great as
well.” – Ed Gill
“…a magnificent performance!
This show kept you laughing &
totally entertained from beginning to
end! RUN don’t walk to see this” –
Tricia Lyman
“Nunsense A-men...best play of the
season.” – Cheryl Wheeler

Google Review ★★★★★
“Saw Twist and Shout last night in
the Red Room at Act ll. So much fun.
Music from the 50’s and 60’s with the
premise of the two final contestants
of a singing contest. The audience
was laughing, cheering and singing
along. Great addition to Vallarta
nightlife.” - Rick DiCarlo 11/25/18

“Wow Wow Wow! Hilarious fun!”
– Francine Peters

“Twist and Shout was AMAZING!
Great singing, great dancing and
great concept! A must see!!” - Bert
Ramirez, Puerto Vallarta

“…one of the funniest musicals I
have seen in a long time… there wasn’t
a dull moment to be had! The wild
clapping and foot stomping at the end
was well-deserved.” – Marsha Ward

“Twist & Shout had more heart ️
than I’ve seen in a long time.
Excellent and talented performers
who gave 1000%!!” - Dave Mohr,
Puerto Vallarta

Music and Dance from the 50’s and 60’s
Produced by Act II Entertainment
Directed by Alfonso López
Every Saturday - 7:30 p.m.
Bonus Show! Friday, Dec. 7 - 7:30

Act II is pleased to announce a
brand new 50’s and 60’s show, “Twist
and Shout,” featuring musical hits
from the 50’s and 60’s!

“What A Night To Remember. Twist
& Shout is the Break Out Show of the
Season. Directed by the Awesome
Alfonso López, Twist & Shout takes
you through the antics of two amazing
Singer/Dancers and throws in a Twist
during the show that will have you
Rolling in the Isles. Never Have I
witnessed the Smiles, Hysterical
Laughter and Shouts for More than
with this Amazingly High Energy
Show. The two Performers are Spot

on with their Wit and Craziness. This
is a Must See Show that will bring
a Huge Smile to your face. Thanks
Danny Mininni and Alfonso López for
bringing this show to Life.” - David
Wilhoit, Puerto Vallarta

Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
A musical based on the fairy tale, Cinderella
Produced by Act II Entertainment
Directed by Alfonso López
December 9, 16, 23, 30 - 3 p.m.
December 4, 7, 21, 28 - 7 p.m.
Open Run - Matinée Shows
Every Sunday - 3 p.m.

Act II is proud to be presenting
Rodgers
and
Hammerstein’s
“Cinderella,” a musical based on
this beloved fairy tale! In Act II’s
inimitable style, co-producers Danny
Mininni and Alfonso López, with
costuming by Maria Rose, add some
hilarious twists and turns to this
magical and much-loved story. In fact,
it is the perfect family show. With its
iconic and memorable music, the little
ones in the audience will be enthralled
and the adults will enjoy the irreverent
and sometimes unexpected humor!
Featuring MaryJo Nelson in the role
of Cinderella, this crowd-pleasing,
old-fashioned (with its new twists)
musical is a winner!

“Best Musical in PV... so lovely to
believe in the impossible... come see it
if you can!!!” - Cheryl Lynn Wheeler
“Opening night for Cinderella.
Well done! EVERY SINGLE cast
member is amazing!” - David Mohr
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“I was so pleased and surprised
at tonight’s opening of Cinderella.
The cast was terrific, the sets were
amazing and the costumes were
dazzling.” - Karen Erp
“|Cinderella opened tonight at
ActII. Danny Mininni, you have
another glorious hit on your hands.
From the antics of the ugly stepsisters
to the waif of a Cinderella, it is an
outstanding production for the whole
family to enjoy. Everyone in the cast
outdid themselves and the costumes
and sets are the finishing touch to a
first-rate production. Oh, the mice
are cute too!” - Mary Zack
“What can I say. Acting ✅. Singing
✅. Dancing ✅. Fun ✅. Costumes are
amazing!! Opening night got a standing
ovation from the audience! Cinderella
will be a hit for sure.” - Ed Gill
“The third Act II Entertainment
musical production of this young
season is the fairy tale “Cinderella”.
The task was enormous with the
result absolutely phenomenal. This
is a first-rate, Broadway-style show
which anyone associated must stand
proud and take their bows. Every
aspect has been practiced, designed
and corrected until according to
their exact professional standards.
From the classy background deep red
curtain portraying the title followed
by the Gershwin’s Main Title,
everyone gathered tonight realized
a top quality show is about to be
unveiled.” - E
“What an amazing performance!
Great cast with such talent! Loved
the costumes! If you can, don’t miss
this performance! You will not be
disappointed.” - Donna Wong
“Scenes are changed with rolling
painted backdrops, furniture, curtains
and props. The show continues
while the stagehands change to the
next set. Their actions are smooth
and unobtrusive. When the magical
Fairy Godmother appears, clouds
of mist mystify the view almost like
smoke but odorless and harmless.
Throughout the evening, the actors
engaged in lovely songs either solo
or partnered. Voice quality was
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delightful to the ears. This adapted
fairytale looks stunning on stage with
special recognition of the elaborate
colorful costumes, choreography,
artistic staging, vocalizing and fastmoving dialogue.” - Gary Beck
“An absolutely amazing production
of Rodger’s and Hammerstein’s
Cinderella. The singing is great,
the sets inventive and the costumes
are very well done. The entire cast
are well rehearsed and present the
production seamlessly. We thoroughly
enjoyed our evening and will
probably arrange to see it a second
time. This is a must see if you are in
Puerto Vallarta!” - Christine Hegi

Theater for students
Act II is donating tickets to local
schools for its show, Cinderella,
the Musical! As of this writing,
more than 100 students, as well
as all the children of Corazon de
Nino orphanage, have received
free tickets to see Cinderella!
Christmas Donations
Act II Entertainment once
again partners with Freda
Thomson, winner of the
Humanitarian award 2016, to
collect bags of rice and beans,
as well unwrapped presents, for
Christmas at the dump. Please
drop your donations off at Act II
7 days a week, 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

TripAdvisor has just awarded
Act II with the #2 spot on
their list of “Best Things to
Do in Puerto Vallarta,” AND
has designated it as the #1
Entertainment Venue!
As the ONLY 5-STAR venue
in town, Act II is celebrating its
5-year anniversary with its biggest
and best season ever! Many people
actually plan their trips around
the shows that Act II has on its
schedule! Act II is extremely
grateful to the HUNDREDS of
patrons that have written 5-star
reviews about their shows! If
you haven’t been to Act II, take a
look at the reviews, as well as the
list of this week’s shows below!
From stage plays and musicals, to
cabaret, drag shows, and concerts,
there is something for everyone!

Nunsense, Amen!
Raising money for local charities
Act II’s hit musical, Nunsense,
Amen! is not only great fun, but is
also raising thousands of pesos a
week for local charities! From now
until Christmas, Nunsense will be
collecting money throughout each
of its shows which will be donated
to the charities, “Christmas
at the Dump” and Banderas
Bay Women’s Shelter.
Just
last week, the actors managed
to collect 3600 pesos which was
donated directly to Christmas
at the Dump organizer, Freda
Thompson. Act II will also give
50 pesos off tickets for Nunsense
and Cinderella when you bring
a sack or rice or beans to donate!
If you haven’t experienced the “Act
II Experience,” now’s the time to
do it! For show information, or to
buy tickets, go to www.act2pv.com

Starring in “She Haw”
Sunday, December 9 Party 8:30 / Show 9:30 p.m.
December 9, 12, 16, 19, 23 - 9:30 p.m.

Act II is happy to welcome back the
internationally-celebrated drag diva,
Delighted Tobehere, in her all new,
Country-Western musical drag show,
“She Haw!” A wise man once said,
“Pay no attention to the man behind
the curtain!” Well, we’ll just ignore
him for this show!   International
drag star and “Southern Belle,”
Delighted Tobehere, will rip the
shower curtain off and leave nothing
to the imagination as she reveals ALL
of drag’s best kept secrets! She’ll
pull from her more than 16 years
of experience to give you a behindthe-scenes look at the world of drag,
country-western style!
Personal
stories, gossip, pro tips, how to’s,
audience participation, side-splitting
comedy, and yes… 100% LIVE
SINGING
ENTERTAINMENT!
The judge’s loved her on America’s
Got Talent, Pam Ann thinks she’s
hilarious, and YOU loved her last
season…. so, SHE’S BACK!
Get your tickets today!
You’ll be DELIGHTED you did!

The Puerto Vallarta Gay Men’s Chorus
December 11 & 14 - 8 p.m. &
December 15 - 3 p.m.
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The Puerto Vallarta Gay Men’s
Chorus (PVGMC) proudly continues
its holiday musical tradition with
the “FA LA LA” concert series on
December 11 & 14 at 8 p.m., and
on December 15 at 3 p.m., at Act
II’s Main Stage. This debut of new
Artistic Director Derek Carkner will
take you on both a light-hearted
romp of Christmas music in English
and Spanish, as well as move you
with more inspirational music.
Joining the chorus will be Puerto
Vallarta favorites, Miss Conception
and Steve Grand.

The PVGMC brings you the
talents of gay men from Mexico, the
United States, Canada and around
the world. They perform choral
music that entertains, enlightens
and inspires, and they build bridges
of understanding, acceptance and
love. They are warmly embraced
by the local Mexican and Ex-Pat
community, as well as tourists from
many cultures.

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

Best Shows in Puerto Vallarta!
“We have been going to shows
here for years and have watched
them grow from a modest
showroom/theatre into a first class
venue. The shows are AMAZING.
Danny has created a great venue
with great service. Can’t wait to see
everything this coming season.” –
CDAinPV, 11/14/18

voice and made the show fun with
his banter and great attitude. Act II
Stages is one of the best things to do
in PV. Don’t miss out.” ~ Donna P,
Oregon 2/23/18

Friday, December 7
Cinderella, The Musical – 7 p.m.
“Twist & Shout,” song, dance and
schtick, celebrating music of the 50s
and 60s – 7:30 p.m. (BONUS SHOW!)
Hedda Lettuce, starring in
“Gringa in Paradise,” – 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 8
Little Shop of Horrors - 7 p.m.
“Twist & Shout,” song, dance and
schtick, celebrating music of the
50s and 60s – 7:30 p.m.
Mama Tits, starring in “Triple D” - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, December 9
Cinderella, the Musical – Matinee 3 p.m.
Nunsense, Amen! - 7 p.m.
Best of ABBA & Elton, starring Us Two
and their LIVE BAND - 7:30 p.m.
(Opening Night) Delighted Tobehere,
starring in “She Haw” Party 8:30 p.m. / Show 9:30 p.m.

Paul Fracassi opens to standing
ovations, tears and lots of love!
featuring “the best of the best” songs
by Vallarta favorite, Paul Fracassi
Limited Engagement - Show
Dates: December 10, 14, 17 - 7:30 p.m.

Paul Fracassi is one of Vallarta’s
most beloved performers! His shows
have sold more tickets than any
other show in Vallarta history!
As the “consummate performer,”
this “Jersey Kid” from Toronto,
Canada, bounds onto the stage with
tremendous energy and expert stage
Monday, December 10
“Boob Tube,” a celebration of 1970’s variety presence. His powerful, well-trained
shows, starring Don Pope & Rhonda Padmos voice created a big fuss up in Canada
when he was a finalist in “Canadian
and their LIVE BAND – 7 p.m.
Idol,” and shortly thereafter, created a
Paul Fracassi, starring in “The Best
“big fuss” in Puerto Vallarta, too!
of Paul Fracassi” – 7:30 p.m.
He is much in demand in Canada,
Mama Tits starring in “Triple D” – 9:30 p.m.
Mexico, the U.S. and Europe! Paul’s
Tuesday, December 11
amazing vocals have been compared
PVGMC - Fa La La Concert - 8 p.m.
to the great crooners of the American
“Girls Like Us,” a celebration of Joni Mitchell, songbook, and especially the high
Carly Simon & Carole King – 7:30 p.m.
vocal range of Frankie Valli.
Steve Grand, starring in
He will sing be singing the “best
“Not the End of Me” – 9:30 p.m.
of the best” from his past shows,
“Walk Like A Man,” “Legends,”
Wednesday, December 12
Little Shop of Horrors - 7 p.m.
and “Stayin’ Alive!” Tickets for this
Us Two, Country – Music from your
limited engagement are available now
favorite country stars! - 7:30 p.m.
at www.act2pv.com
Delighted Tobehere, starring in
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“She Haw” - 9:30 p.m.
“...One of the best shows we have
Thursday, December 13
seen in Vallarta In our 20 years
Little Shop of Horrors - 7 p.m.
coming here. The choice of songs fit
Steve Grand, starring in
his voice. …. we will definitely be
“Not the End of Me” – 7:30 p.m.
going back before we return to our
Hedda Lettuce, starring in
home in Ontario.” - Jack and Diane,
“Gringa in Paradise” – 9:30 p.m.
Canada 2/17/18
Friday, December 14
“Paul Fracassi is absolutely
PVGMC - Fa La La Concert - 8 p.m.
amazing! … Definitely a 5 star rating
Paul Fracassi, starring in “The Best
for this 90 min. show. Plan on returning
of Paul Fracassi” – 7:30 p.m.
next week!” - Bob & Cheryl, 3/1/18
Hedda Lettuce, starring in
“Saw Paul Fracassi this week and
“Gringa in Paradise” – 9:30 p.m.
enjoyed his show. He has a great

STEVE GRAND - #1 selling music
show this season
Featuring Steve Grand, Openly Gay
Internet Sensation and Recording Artist!
Shows sell out fast, so get your
tickets now at act2pv.com
Tuesday - 9:30 p.m. Thursday - 7:30 p.m.

Steve Grand returns triumphantly
to the Red Room for a 3-month run,
after his extremely successful string
of shows last season! 100% OF HIS
SHOWS WERE SOLD OUT!! In
2013, Grand uploaded a music
video to YouTube for his song, “All
American Boy.” Immediately, it went
viral, and within 8 days, he had over
1,000,000 views! The song tells the
story of unrequited love between a
young man and his heterosexual male
friend. As a result of his notoriety, this
openly gay artist has been lauded as a
trailblazer in the entertainment world
and has had appearances on Good
Morning America, CNN, Larry King
Now, and other national outlets where
he has used his platform to advocate
for Human Rights and LGBT Equality.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Steve Grand at the Red Room. My
first time visiting Act ll and I was
impressed. Friendly staff and very well
organised, along with some hilarious
commentary while being seated, made
for an enjoyable night! The small venue
was perfect and intimate to watch
Steve Grand play. A great and welcome
addition to Puerto Vallarta.” -WazzaH
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TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“HEDDA LETTUCE! My Queen!
I met a very nice gentleman on
the beach who told he was Hedda
Lettuceand that I should check out
his show at Act II Stages. I did and I
am in love with this drag queen! Very
funny, creative, quick come backs
and one-liners. She had the audience
gagging and sometimes gasping for
air from beginning to end. Funny,
unapologetic, witty, great singer and
from what I gathered a great human
being as well. Do not miss this
show!” - Chispitaspark, Los Angeles
HEDDA LETTUCE Winner Funniest Drag show 2017 - 2018
Featuring Hedda Lettuce’s
smorgasboard of live comedy, songs,
and stand-up improvisations
Every Thursday & Friday - 9:30 p.m.
HEDDA LETTUCE, the six-time
Drag Queen of the Year

Award-winner (HX magazine) and
the legendary “green goddess” of
drag, is excited to return to Puerto
Vallarta for her FOURTH “sold
out” season! Her show, this year,
is a loving send-up to her favorite
town…. Puerto Vallarta!
Hedda
will glamorize another season as
she dishes out a tossed salad of
improvisational comedy, sultry songs,
and dazzling gowns. (And it’s entirely
fat-free!) She will gladly engage you
in a night of storytelling, bawdy and
biting wit, spontaneous comedy, and
live (not lip-synched) singing! Her
show includes her nationallyacclaimed original comedic music
that is peppered with parodies of
old-time favorites and startling
satire. Hedda Lettuce is one of New
York City’s premiere drag queens
and keeps the audience screaming
with laughter for the entire show!
Awesome great show. I highly
recommend Hedda Lettuce she is an
amazing performer.
Google Review! ★★★★★
“Awesome great show. I highly
recommend Hedda Lettuce she is
an amazing performer.” -C Sailor,
Puerto Vallarta 11/15/18
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“Hedda Lettuce was great at this
intimate theatre space. The theatre
is perfect for a night out and is on
Basilio Badillo which is easy walking
distance from most of Puerto Vallarta.
Hedda Lettuce was fun and involved
some humorous chatting with the
audience. Arrive early (maybe an
hour) if you have reserved tickets as
you receive a number for your group
which designates the order in which
you will be seated. They have a bar
to relax in and a balcony available
so that arriving early is all part of
the experience. Reserving early is
suggested as the place was sold out.”
- Oakleywasagamin, Edmonton

After her second record-breaking
year as one of the Top Headliners of
the illustrious Red Room Cabaret at
Act II Stages, Mama Tits is thrilled to
return for her fourth hit season! This
year she is back with her raw and
witty take on life, sex, relationships
and living your truth. Mama Tits
weaves her soulful live singing with
her stories and comedy into one
big joyride of a show, with a strong
message of love, emotion and positive
reinforcement, (not unlike her trusty
underwire bra)! Jazz, blues, pop,
rock and Broadway round out this
year’s eclectic selection of songs.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“We had the pleasure of attending
the Monday evening Mama Tits
Triple D show recently at Act 2
Entertainment. I’m so glad we did!

unforgettable evening of music and
an evening to remember!
ABBA and its flamboyant costumes
and catchy music, is considered to
be one of the top musical groups in
history, having sold over 500 million
albums! Elton John first became
famous for his oversize glasses and
outrageous outfits, but his enduring
popularity and incredible talent have
earned him five Grammy awards,
induction into the Rock ‘n Roll
Hall of Fame, and sales of over 300
million albums! Together, these two
acts epitomized the soft rock/pop
musical sounds that became hugely
popular in the 70’s, and is still loved
around the world today.
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Do not miss “Us Two” at Act II
Entertainment Stages! They have four
different themed shows each month
this season. Tremendously talented
performers!!” - davemM5470OS,
11/10/18
“I absolutely loved this high energy
show. The band consists of very talented
musicians. Danny & Noemi masterfully
belt out song after song and bring the
audience to their feet. Such talent.”
- Christine P

This Week - “Us Two Goes Country!”
Music by your favorite country stars!
Winner - 2017 Best Band Award!
Shows on Wednesday!
Every Week - A New Show!
A musical tribute to ABBA and Elton John,
featuring UsTwo and their LIVE BAND
Every Sunday - 7:30 p.m.

MAMA TITS - All new show!
Starring Puerto Vallarta’s beloved 6’7”
POWERHOUSE, Mama Tits!
Every Monday & Saturday - 9:30 p.m.

UsTwo presents a musical
tribute to the timeless music of two
unforgettable acts which began
in the 70’s, ABBA and Elton
John! UsTwo will perform songs
that you remember, such as Mama
Mia, Dancing Queen, Chiquitita, Sad
Song, Candle in the Wind, and Rocket
Man, and more. Their repertoire
changes with each performance,
but these amazing vocalists (and
their live band) will treat you to an

Never before has Act II witnessed
such loyalty from fans who discovered
Us Two at Act II Entertainment! With
more TripAdvisor 5 star reviews than
any other PV performers, fans have
been known to attend an UsTwo
show every week! With that in mind
that, Act II Producer, Danny Mininni,
and the members of Us Two, give
fans the chance to see a new show
every week! Us Two’s Wednesday
night show features a different show
every week, with a total of four
different shows per month! Known
for bringing the classics that you
love the most back to life, Us Two
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out loud with happiness. The deep
emotional feelings that immerse from
inside us are produced by Us Two,
Noemi and Daniel, two very talented
singers that sing from the heart every
song. Don’t miss the opportunity to
see this group. The emotional feelings
of love, joy and excitement you will
experience will not be forgotten.” HarvM, Kennewick, WA 12/3/18

will feature a Classics, Volume I
and Classics, Volume II, because
how can you fit all of that great
music into one show? Other shows
will include Country Week and the
intimate “Unplugged” show. (See
website and press releases for weekly
genre reminders.) But no matter
what the genre is, Us Two always
brings you music from the 70’s, 80’s
and 90’s in the form of song and
dance, rock and roll, fun and games
and humor and chat, all bundled
into a 90-minute Vegas-style show!
Every week a different show, this
week… 2nd Wednesday of the
month - Us Two Goes Country,
featuring country-western music by
your favorite stars!
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
“Us Two, Feel The Emotion”.
Having attended three shows of
Us Two in the past I decided to see
them again while in Puerto Vallarta.
I noticed that they have different
show themes on different dates this
season. I decided to go to the show
“Us Two Unplugged”. This show had
a different feel to it from their other
shows. The stage was romantically
laid out with low lighting and a
couple dozen candles in beautiful
arrangements.
Then the music began. The songs
that were chosen would melt into
your heart bringing out the deep
love that we all have inside. Some
songs would cause a tear or two to
form from the emotion that is built up
inside. And then, the sounds would
change and make you smile and sing

“Do not miss “Us Two” at Act II
Entertainment Stages! They have four
different themed shows each month
this season. Tremendously talented
performers!!” - davemM5470OS,
Puerto Vallarta 11/11/16

These unforgettable variety shows
have made an indelible impression
on our hearts. We hear a familiar
tune being sung by one of our
favorite 70’s artists and that warm,
fuzzy feeling returns - we instantly
recall the time and place where we
first heard that song, and we find
ourselves humming the tune and
can’t get it out of our heads.
“Boob Tube” is a show that will
transport you back to those magical
70’s!
Don Pope and Rhonda
Padmos return to the Main Stage
with their live band, playing the
songs that you love. This show is a
nostalgic trip down Memory Lane.

A Musical Celebration, featuring
the beloved music of Carly Simon,
and Carole King and Joni Mitchell
Produced by Don Pope and Rhonda Padmos
December 4, 11 & 18 - 7:30 p.m.

A salute to TV’s favorite
variety shows from the 70’s
A Don & Rhonda Production      
Every Monday - 7 p.m.

The 1970’s were a time of
change.
Television (the “Boob
Tube”) was still relatively new, and
producers were trying to wean people
away from the big screen. Variety
shows became a staple of American
Television.
Anyone that was
“someone” got their own television
variety show!
Think back to the time when
you and your family sat in a onetelevision home and enjoyed the
shows of Sonny & Cher, Laugh
In, Smothers Brothers, Captain
& Tennille, Tony Orlando &
Dawn, Donny & Marie… and so
many more.

In their inimitable style, Rhonda
Padmos and Don Pope present
the timeless music of 60’s icons,
Carole King, Joni Mitchell, and
Carly Simon. These women are
three of the most enduring and
important women in popular
music. They collectively represent,
in their lives and their songs, a
great swath of girls who came

of age in the late 1960s. This
show captures the music of the
60’s like none other before it!
Don and Rhonda are well-known
musicians from Canada who
arrived in Puerto Vallarta in the
1980’s as guest musicians on
the television show, THE LOVE
BOAT.   Currently, in their 6th
season at ACT II with shows like
Come Together (Beatles tribute),
Rumors (Fleetwood Mac tribute),
California Dreamin’ (Mamas & the
Papas tribute),The Rocky Horror
Picture Show, Sordid Lives, A
Chorus Line and Tapestry (music
of Carole King), Rhonda and Don
are thrilled to bring this exciting
new show to Act II!

For more information about our shows, or to order tickets, please
go to our website at www.act2pv.com Tickets are also available at
our box office which is open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
The Act II Entertainment Stages complex is located upstairs on
the corner of Insurgentes and Basilio Badillo in the Romantic Zone
on the South side of Puerto Vallarta. For more information, call
222-1512, or follow Act II on Facebook.
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For over a decade I have attempted to
get myself fired from my job working
at Lucy’s Cucu Cabaña, the prestigious
(but not pricey) purveyor of Mexican
folk-art. Unfortunately, the owner (my
wife) is an unusually forgiving person,
and no matter how far I go, she always
pardons me in the end.
Then I came up with a plan that
couldn’t fail. It involved Raicilla, the
world’s most dangerous moonshine.
The thing about Raicilla is, yes, it
does contain an enormous amount of
alcohol. But it also contains something
else, an alkaloid in the mescaline
family which affects the “judgmental”
hemisphere of the brain, leading to
strange and unusual behaviors.
The backdrop for my scheme was
something called the Southside Shuffle,
a heavily attended twice-monthly
event in which twenty neighboring
businesses hold a kind of block party.
Among the many attractions at these
fun affairs is the ubiquitous freeflowing booze.
Free or not, my wife insists on the
best. The super-duper margaritas she
serves at the Shuffle have become so
popular there is now an entire platoon
of lushes who attend the Shuffle for
the sole purpose of getting wrecked
on them.
On a personal note, as some of
you may know, I was banned from
the Southside Shuffle last year due to
several “behavioral issues”. But then
Lucy came down with a nasty cold,
and was left with only one desperate
option: sending me in her place.
The Shuffle begins at six o’clock. At
five forty-five, I found myself huddled in
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the back of the shop with our assistant,
Claudia, preparing the evening’s
margaritas in a large glass jug.
“Wait!” Claudia shrieked. “What
are you doing? That smells like
gasoline!”
“Yes,” I explained patiently, “I
know. But it’s not gasoline, Claudia;
it’s Raicilla.”
“You’re putting Raicilla in the
margaritas?”
“Yes. But I’m also adding mucho
Controy and lime juice, so you won’t
be able to taste it.”
“Lucy’s going to murder you,”
Claudia said, holding her nose. “What
about the smell?”
“That will dissipate,” I assured her,
“as the ingredients slowly meld. In
the meantime, we should probably add
a spritz or two of that Glade roomfreshener. I think I saw a can hiding
behind the toilet.”
Then the early-birds arrived, many
of them making a beeline for the
margaritas. A bit later, a well-dressed
man approached my desk, glass in hand.
“What is that smell?” he demanded.
“Oh, we had a small problem with
our drain today. Took a gallon of
Drano to de-clog the sucker. But
It’s all been flushed safely down the
road now. Leaving behind that faint
residual odor of burning tires.”

Looking distraught and confused,
the man shook his head and left.
Then a whole crowd poured in,
most of them guzzling margaritas
like there was no mañana. Soon the
entire place was rocking with shouts
and laughter. One young woman,
teetering dangerously on her high
heels, actually made a purchase.
“I don’t know what’s come over
me,” she gurgled. “All of a sudden, I
want to buy something!”
Then I spotted a woman on the far
side of seventy removing an extremely
fragile mermaid mask from the wall,
and attempting to put it on.
“Excuse me!” I shouted. “Could you
please put that mask back on the wall?”
“I am a mermaid!” she replied,
as she executed a wobbly pirouette,
bowling over an elderly gentleman
from Toronto.
“Young lady!” I said, rising from
behind my desk. “Give me that mask!
Now!”
“I am the mask,” she informed the
ceiling. “The mask is I.”
Meanwhile, the old gent on the floor
was attempting to swim! Something
like a modified breaststroke. Hoping
to avoid a double tragedy, I climbed
over my desk, repossessed the
mermaid mask with one hand, and
patted Ted (an old client) on the back
reassuringly with the other.
“Everything okay, Ted?” I asked.
“Nothing broken?”
“A-okay, Gil!” he chirped. Then,
switching to the Australian Crawl, he
began to make his way back towards
the bar.
A while later, two policemen
squeezed (not without difficulty)
inside the insanely overcrowded shop.
Apparently, word had spread, and now
a mob of seriously thirsty individuals
was downing the “strange tasting”
margaritas as fast as Claudia could
make them.

I identified myself to the policemen
and asked how I could be of assistance.
The young cops looked a little dazed.
Our small shop had taken on the air
of a wild out-of-control party (at a
rest-home for the insane), and the
policemen were understandably
confused. Just like everyone else.
“Would you like a margarita?” I
asked them.
“No thank you,” one said. “We got
a complaint.”
“About what?”
“Someone said they were poisoned
here.”
“Poisoned? Here? Not a chance,
officer! We only poison our customers
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. You sure
you don’t want a margarita? It’s so hot!
You must be thirsty. I know I am.”
Hoping to lead by example, I polished
off the remainder of my third margarita.
“Are you the man who writes all
these books?” an amazingly inebriated
but otherwise not unusual blond
woman said as she squeezed her way
between the two policemen. “Hey,
they’re cute!” she drawled, regarding
first one young cop, then the other.
“Let’s ask her,” I said to the
policemen. “Yes,” I addressed the
smashed blond, “I wrote those books.
But let me ask you something: have
you been poisoned here tonight?”
“Poisoned? Oh, he’s so funny!” she
laughed with equine abandon, slapping
one of the cops on the back. “Poisoned?
These are the best margaritas I ever
had! I mean, they taste a little weird,
but who cares. Let’s party!”
“Okay,” the quieter cop said, “I’ll
have a margarita.”
I directed him to the rear of the shop.
A minute later he was back.
“We can go now,” he told his
partner. “It’s not poison. And it’s not
drugs. It’s Raicilla.”
“I knew I smelled gasoline!”
And I knew, finally, without
question, that Glade room deodorizer
was no match for Raicilla.

Gil Gevins
Is the author of five hilarious books, including his latest
and greatest, 1967: The Autumn of Post-Coital Despair.
Signed copies of all Gil’s books are available at his wife’s
wonderful shop, LUCY’S CUCU CABAÑA, located at 295
Basilio Badillo. Or as E-Books on Amazon.

Ana Reisman

It’s been a long time since I’ve
written about a restaurant in this
publication, but this is so different,
so unique, so innovative that I felt I
really should tell you about it.
We know that new restaurants pop
up regularly in Puerto Vallarta, and
many will surely flourish. I have
a feeling that this newest
kid on the block will. Just
when you think you’ve
seen it all and tried it all…
surprise! Here’s a newbie
offering a truly brand new
concept. Really.
If you’ve lived in Canada
or the U.S., or if you’re
a follower of the Food
Channel on TV, you might
be familiar with food
courts. Here in PV, the
authorities prohibited them
for a long time …until the
last few years.
Hailing from Mexico
City, Raul and Violeta
Caballero
participated
in Vallarta’s only “food
court” last season, but then
decided to set out on their
own. And what they did is
nothing short of amazing.
First of all, they opened
in the summertime, during
the “low”, rainy season.
Not many have the audacity
to do that. Nevertheless,
they’ve already attracted
excellent reviews in the
social media, all well
deserved.
Their place is called
Barrio Vallarta.
It is
conveniently located –
indoors- at 225 Francisco
Madero, between I. L.
Vallarta and Pino Suarez,
across the street from Plaza Romy
and a mere block and a half from
Lazaro Cardenas Park.

In case you’re not sure about
the meaning of barrio, the closest
translation would be “the ‘hood”
rather than the neighborhood.
Ok, so theirs isn’t really a food
truck court, or alley, it’s all make
believe. The Caballeros brought
three separate food trucks indoors,

lined them up, filled the remaining
space with colorful tables and
chairs, and painted the long

opposite wall to look like a barrio
street in a Mexican city, complete
with trompe l’oeil barrio houses,
so you find yourself sitting in the
middle of that barrio alley …except
that you’re really indoors. Fun,
fun, fun! The carefully placed huge
overhead fans make sure you’re
comfortable at all times.
So let me try to explain… One
truck is called Sirena de Olas
Altas (the Mermaid of the high
waves). It serves fresh seafood in
every imaginable form, in tacos,
tostadas, burritos, empanadas...
The Truckaburger has an
Americana menu with the
most diverse, mouth-watering
hamburgers on this side of
the border, among other down
home, familiar feel good items
like chili dogs, grilled cheese,
veggie burgers, milk shakes, etc.
For all taco lovers, the Taquitou
Grill has tacos that you wouldn’t
even think of… al pastor, beef,
pork, chicken, chorizo and even
Mexican stew tacos.
I had a ribeye taco that was
incredible, plus half of a marlin
burrito from the Mermaid’s
truck. Wow! I also must
mention the extra crispy,
paper thin chips made on site
with beets, plantain and sweet
potatoes that came with it… to
die for! Oh, and all the buns,
breads and pastries are made
on site too! And the three
kitchens are spotless, as are the
bathrooms.
If you’re around there at
breakfast time, you’ll be
pleasantly surprised. Whatever
type of breakfast you prefer
to start your day with, they’ll
prepare it for you.
I’m not a drinker, but Raul says,
“Good food would be even greater
if you eat it with a great beer…

Our Bar PUB 1968 only serves
beer from the Grupo Modelo
Beer Company: Corona, Pacifico,
Victoria, Modelo Especial, Negra
Modelo & Stella Artois… and we
have a full bar.”
The desserts are decadent, so
I won’t go into details, and this
happy camper had her compulsory
double espresso, which was
obviously made with the famous
gourmet coffee from Veracruz the
Barrio uses at its Café Gourmet
Cafeteria. Excellent!
I for one believe that Barrio
Vallarta is one of the new additions
to PV’s culinary scene that you
simply cannot miss. Give it a try.
You will be greeted warmly at any
time of day, and you’ll surely be in
for a most pleasant experience!
Did I mention how reasonable the
prices are?
Barrio Vallarta is open from 9
a.m. to 11 p.m. at 225 Fco. Madero.
Cell: (322) 209-1290.
www.barriovallarta.com
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Recently we went on a family
vacation to the middle of Mexico.
I found myself downtown on a
dark street at 10 30 with my 7 year
old niece, all alone, that’s when
my Bogota rules kicked in as basic
survival skills.
While living in Bogota, Colombia,
back in the early 70s, there were very
few of us non Latins around, those
being the mercenaries from Viet Nam
looking for work with the M 13 or
Pablito, draft dodgers, adventurers
and some other kids. No matter the
circumstances of our getting there,
we hung out, and helped each other
stay safe. We had a code we called
“Bogota Rules” - a series of street
smarts and general safe guarding
that we applied while living in an
unfamiliar country and edgy culture.
Puerto Vallarta clearly is not Bogota
in the 70´s, however …
When we ex pats move out of our
old home comfort zones, it is only
normal and human to reach out to
other people, engage, create bonds,
alliances, romances etc.... Especially
because many of us have left lifetime

Krystal Frost

(See location number on Central Map)

friends, family, lovers behind when
we jumped ship and dropped into this
tropical paradise. We tend to trust to
readily, give up our personal space to
quickly, invite into our homes new
friends and acquaintances that we
know nothing about or where they
came from, who they are and what
their intentions are. Naturally we
judge according to our own nature,
face value, and project our own
openness. We all want to belong, we
all want love and acceptance.
Unfortunately these same qualities
make us vulnerable to situations that
may turn out not as pleasantly as one
had hoped. Those of you who have
been around awhile have heard about
these unpleasant, and sometimes fatal
situations.
Not only the Gay community
has been victimized by so called
“friends” and lovers with the over
confident and open attitude many ex
pats reveal.
Ok, here are the Bogota rules, for
what it’s worth.
1.- Do not invite new friends home,
meet in public places and rent a room
if you like.
2.- Do not give your key to anyone
not even your domestic helpers...
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(they have kids, brothers, etc.) unless
you know where they live and their
family and they have been with you
for a number of years …and then
refer to no. 4.
3.- Be at home when you have
workers in… always, always , always.
4.- Change your keys every 6
months and whenever you change
residence. I learned the hard way.
5.- Avoid live ins, find out where
they live, work, and who their family
is before handing over your key.
Refer to no. 4
6.- A phone number is not enough
background check.
7.- Do not lend money and expect
to get it back, its best to gift what you
feel comfortable giving.
8.- Do not hand money over to
someone you don’t know thoroughly
to administrate, make payments for
you , or etc. It can get lost, stolen,
chewed up by a dog…
9.- Be discreet with your financial
affairs.
Avoid being the “big
spender”, this is a green flag for those
looking for advantage. Keeping a
low profile is helpful in any foreign
country.
10.- Check your house or apartment
for security. Doors and windows and

terraces. Simple security systems
like iron work and grill works best,
or a dog.
11.- Do not keep a lot of cash
jewelry in the house, if need be get
a wall safe.
12.- Don’t show off your best jewelry.
Get yourself an inexpensive watch.
13.- When out after hours, walk in
the street, not on the sidewalk where
a stalker can catch one unaware.
14.- Don’t carry a lot of cash on
you.
Back in Bogota, we learned these
methods by observing the behavior of
the locals in a rather wild, crazy and
lawless time.
The good news is:
There are still a few of us around
who can talk about it.
So, street smarts come in handy no
matter where your journey takes you.
Mexico is NOT the U.S.’s backyard
or playground. It is a rich and vibrant
country with its own history, attitudes
and social graces.
So pay attention, be observant,
listen to your gut, be safe and enjoy
the differences of this culture by
taking care of yourself.
It happens that after living in this
amazing agile Puerto for 30 years, I
feel the need to comment on a grave
situation that reoccurs on occasion
in P.v . Those of you that know me,
know I say this with all the love
in my heart for my adopted home
because I landed here alone, lonely
and a bit broken.
Ok, this is it..and I expect to get
some backlash on this.
it is only normal and human to
reach out to other people, engage,
create bonds, alliances, romances etc.
Especially because many of us have
left life time friend, family, lovers
behind when we jumped ship and
dropped into this tropical paradise.
We tend to trust to readily, give up
our personal space, invite into our
homes new friends and acquaintances
that we really know nothing about.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments - Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

Over the years, I have heard
people in recovery say, “they are just
replacing one drug with another”,
or “trading one dependency for
another”, or “they must learn
to be sober without taking any
other drugs.” This is not always
true. Sometimes medications are
necessary.
Myth
We are very aware that there are still
people (especially in recovery circles)
who believe that once someone
becomes clean and sober, they should
not take any other medications
especially for the treatment of
psychiatric symptoms. They believe
that if someone chooses to take
medications for depression, anxiety,
or to treat and manage alcohol/drug
cravings, they are not clean and will
end-up depending on / becoming
addicted to these medications.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. In fact, anti-depressants,
anti-anxiety, and medications for
cravings are not addictive and are
very necessary to treat the chemical
imbalances in the brain.
Of course, there are some
medications that should generally
not be prescribed to people
with
addiction,
particularly
benzodiazapines (i.e.: Valium, other
tranquilizers) and narcotic pain
killers because they are so addictive.
Prescribing pain killers (analgesics)
to a person with addiction/chemical
dependency is very delicate. The
doctor should be made aware of
the addiction and should cautiously
prescribe a limited dose for a
short period of time (i.e.: recovery
from surgery). Treating people
with chronic pain is even more
complicated and challenging.
Mental Health Disorders/
Mental Illness/ Dual Diagnosis
Approximately 50% of people
diagnosed with mental illness
(depression, anxiety, bi-polar,
schizophrenia, psychosis) are also
afflicted with addiction. This is
referred to as “dual diagnosis.”

Giselle Belanger

RN, LCSW

If these disorders go untreated
the person suffers miserably
with sometimes overwhelming
and incapacitating symptoms
(depending on which disorder)
such as auditory or visual
hallucinations, chronic insomnia
(results in exhaustion), extreme
paranoia; may believe someone is
following them or wants to hurt
them, in psychosis they may be out
of touch with reality or may believe
they are someone else. Depression
can render someone incapacitated
or suicidal, leading to death.
Bi-Polar Disorder is when
someone fluctuates or cycles
between depression and mania. In
mania, they have extreme energy,
may only sleep 3-4 hours a night,
may behave in extreme ways such
as excessive spending, extreme
sexual
promiscuity,
working
crazed long hours without taking
time to eat. Many people are very
productive and enjoy their manic
periods and are therefore resistant
to take medications to bring
them out of it. However, they are
usually reckless and spiraling out
of control, doing a lot of damage
along the way, ending up with
extreme consequences; major debt,
sexually transmitted diseases, lost
relationships, lost jobs. Eventually,
they end up very depressed,
sometimes unable to get out of bed
for days or weeks, they may stop
eating, lose weight, disconnect from
everyone, become incapacitated;
unable to work/function, unable to
take care of their kids, and they lose
interest and motivation. If it goes
untreated they could end-up feeling
suicidal and actually attempt or
succeed at taking their own life.

Do you feel tired and overwhelmed
just reading this? Imagine living
with it! Believe me, it is difficult
enough to live with when they are
taking medications, let alone when
they are not. Now add this to also
having an addiction and battling
with sobriety and recovery!!
Which came first, the addiction
or the mental illness?
It is of course very important to
distinguish between drug induced
depression or psychosis for
example. There are many symptoms
caused either by intoxication or
withdrawal which mimic mental
health disorders. Once the person
is sober, it can take several months
or longer to determine which came
first, the depression/ hallucinations/
anxiety or the drug addiction.
However, in the meantime the
symptoms usually need to be
treated in order for the person to get
better (or at least improve) and stay
clean/sober long enough to make
an accurate diagnosis.
Addiction / Chemical Cravings
Chemical imbalance can result
from alcohol and drug use, but

the problem is very real and more
common than you might imagine.
Unfortunately, it often goes
undiagnosed and many addicts
struggle to fight their addiction
without realizing there is a chemical
brain imbalance making things
worse, sabotaging their efforts.
There is nothing more frustrating
than to see someone trying to make
it, to keep their head above water,
to keep from drowning, and despite
their best efforts find themselves
relapsing over and over again.
Thank goodness science has made
some strides forward in this area
and come out with medications
to help treat the actual imbalance
versus the symptoms.
They need and deserve a 12-step
support program
The need for them to be able to
safely attend AA/NA without being
judged or ridiculed is imperative.
Empathic
understanding
and
acceptance while they are struggling
with much more complicated issues
and attempting to get better and
turn their life around, is essential to
their recovery.
It’s not just a matter of
will power or self-control.

Giselle Bellanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for
appointments in person, by phone, or by skype webcam.
Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Buying a resale
This is the most straightforward
way to buy a condo.
Advantages include:
1.- You can see what you’re buying.
You don’t have to imagine how it will
look from a floor plan.
2.- There is no wait. You get to
move in as soon as you close.
3.- You receive your trust deed and
close at the notary.
4.- Your AMPI agent should have
Flex comprables to help you offer and
negotiate using current relevant sold
information.
Disadvantages include:
1. If the unit has been lived in for
more than a couple of years, you might
need to set aside money for renovations.
2. You can end up in a bidding war
for a good unit in a popular building,
and you may be outbid.
Buying pre-construction
Advantages include:
1.- You are first owner of the unit
and you get to customize certain
things (such as appliances, cabinetry,
flooring).
2.- Pre-construction condos tend to
begin at a lower price because of a risk
that the project will be delayed or even
called off.
3.- You may be able. To pay the
builder a series of payments and have
time to accumulate the entire purchase
price. The initial deposit may be
20%-30% of the purchase price with
negotiated installment payments.
Builders generally do not charge interest
on the unpaid portion of the purchase
price if your payments are on time.
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Disadvantages:
1. You are buying based only on a
floor plan without seeing the finishes,
the layout or outside view of the
building.
2. You can occupy your unit when it’s
ready, but other parts of the building
may still be under construction.
3. Until the building is completed
and officially registered as a
condominium regime, you cannot
record the escritura to show you are
the legal owner.
4. At the time of closing with the
notary, you will still have to pay your
buying closing costs.

5. Nothing is guaranteed. A condo
building usually takes several years to
complete. There is always a chance
that the builder won’t sell enough
units to proceed with construction,
or can’t finish construction for some
other reason, so you don’t get your
condo. And sometimes the condo may
look a bit different when it’s finished
compared to what was initially
proposed by the builder.
Assignment of a
Pre-Construction Contract:
These are the two main ways to buy
a condo, but there is a third:

1.- Buying a contract from someone
who has bought a pre-construction unit,
instead of directly from the builder.
2.- The law now requires the holder of
the first contract to close with the builder
at the same closing where you acquire
the property as the second buyer.
3.- The developer has to agree to the
transfer of the sales contract, and the
first contract holder and seller have to
pay their appropriate costs and taxes.
4.- You may want to pay a premium
in order to get the condo you want.
The seller and developer will both
want their profit, so you decide how
much you want to pay for the contract
over the original price.
Both pre-construction and resale
have their pros and cons. The outcome
will depend upon your preference,
your budget and the amount of risk
you want to take. Before you decide,
it’s a good idea to consult a qualified
bilingual real estate attorney and
competent AMPI* real estate agent to
guide you through the process.
*AMPI: Mexican Association of
Real Estate Professionals A.C. was
founded in 1956 and now has chapters
all over Mexico. Member are natural
(individuals not companies) persons
who are dedicated to real estate activity.
This article is based upon legal opinions,
current practices and my personal experiences
in the Puerto Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas
areas. I recommend that each potential buyer
or seller of Mexican real estate conduct his
own due diligence and review.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com

Stan Gabruk

Last week the information I was
getting around Corbeteña was enough
to get any fisherman excited. It’s
different this week. Corbeteña these
past few days has gone cold.
The biggest problem
is the return of the
Bottle Nose Dolphin,
a.k.a. Flipper, who’s
messing with our baits
again. Trolling live bait
is close to impossible
with these “brats” in
the area. Magnifico,
on three different days
- along with others found lures weren’t
working and that was that. For now,
keep an eye out for Bottle Nose
Porpoise, then head the other way.
Actually, Magnifico left the area just
to be followed by these “brats”. I hate
it when fish are smarter than I am! My
ex-wife would definitely agree.
What has been a cold area, El
Moro, Punta Mita and believe it or
not, the Marieta Islands, is back in
the headlines. El Moro on the back
side where the waves break, Sailfish
and Striped Marlin have been taking
baits. With three boats in the area
just the other day, averaged between
3 to 5 Sailfish and one Striped Marlin
each. Same goes for the shallows
around the Marieta Islands but there
you’ll find Sailfish and Dorado 30 lbs.
and up very possible. Punta Mita is
also showing a nice pulse from the
point to north of Sayulita, Sailfish of
tournament winning size 2 to 3 miles

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

from shore! They’re close in so keep
this tidbit in mind. Dorado are possible
to 50 lbs. and Jack Crevalle to 30 lbs.
If you’re looking for Sailfish to fill
that bucket list, this is the perfect time
and perfect area! The area around the
Four Seasons is also showing signs of
a strong pulse - large Dorado, Sailfish
and Jack Crevalle. With the amount
of Sardines in this area we should start
seeing Rooster fish any day now. But
I’ve been saying that for two years
now, so stay tuned.
With perfect conditions, abundant

We’re still seeing water temperatures
at 80 degrees, a bit chilly for Dorado,
but they’re still here so we’re real
happy about that. The single most
important detail for this week is the
bite! Where to be, when to leave.
The bite is happening early, 07:00 if
fishing in the bay, leave at or before
in the morning to ensure you get that
early bite as it may be the only shot
you get at Dorado. 9 a.m. out of the
bay and in front of the Marriott from
12 to about 1 the Jacks start hitting.
So use this time wisely to maximize

bait and blue water, the locals couldn’t
have it any better. Sailfish around
Los Arcos is still a daily occurrence.
Dorado from 30 to 50 lbs. are all over
the bay so don’t ignore one inch of the
bay these days. Remember, fishing is
an inexact science so be positive and
understand that things can change
before you finish reading this piece.
Jack Crevalle are also moving back
into the bay, right on time. ,Jack
Crevalle are in front of the Ameca
River for some reason at 15 lbs., fun to
catch for everyone. Sierra Mackerel
are huge at close to 20 lbs. around the
bay. Plenty of Skip Jack Tuna, both
a great bait, but great tasting as well.
Four to six hours in the bay is not
exactly guaranteed, but it’s as close as
you can get to it. Definitely your best
fishing value if you’re not looking for
Sailfish or Marlin. The whole bay is
an “opportunity”!

your day. Bait is super abundant in the
form of flying fish, Sardines, Goggle
eyes, and the list goes on. Lures
haven’t been working all that well
this week, but run Petroleros, iguanas,
blue and silver designs and something
should happen, maybe, ha ha…
We’re coming into the time of the

year when the great fishing can turn to
frustration in a heartbeat. Remember
we all do what we can, but there are
times when we know the fish are there,
yet they’re not paying attention to your
lure or bait, well many times that means
you’re not running the correct bait or
worse. Just like last week when the
Dorado were eating the red tuna crabs,
you can’t compete with the crabs, just
one example. So be patient, be flexible
and understand if it was predictable, it
wouldn’t be fishing.
We’ve had some great success
matching people up on our shared
Super Panga program. It’s still the
best fishing deal in PV! Hit me with an
email of when you’ll be here in Puerto
Vallarta and we’ll “Hook U Up” with
others looking for the same thing.
Eight hours in a super Panga, half the
boat, each half a max of two people,
$275. USD, again: that’s per
half the boat. It’s the best deal
in Puerto Vallarta and they book
quickly. Taking reservations
now. Also, if you’re looking
for Tours, consider us your
supplier, book a boat, tours
and keep it simple.
Until next week, don’t forget
to kiss Your Fish!

Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx ,
Local Ph. at: (044) 322 779 7571 or our international
number is: 011 52 322 209-1128, 10 to 9 local time.

www.facebook.com/pages/Master-BaitersSportfishing-Tackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911

Hospiten

226.2081

178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

Ongoing Events & More...
Historical Naval Museum
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m.
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.
Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m. - El Salado
Estuary Mangroves Tours, bilingual guides.
Reserve at 226-2878 or 044 (322) 175-7539.
Mondays - 11 a.m. - Mahjongg - at Andale’s - 221-5730
Tuesdays - 9:30 a.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture Tours meet at the Millennium sculpture next to Hotel Rosita
Tuesdays - 10 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of Corazón de
Niña, including brunch. Reserve with Melissa: 224-9209
or email admin@corazondenina.mx
Tuesdays & Wednesdays - 10:30 a.m. - IFC Home Tours
leave Sea Monkey restaurant - www.ifctoursforvallarta.com
Tuesdays - 12 noon - 6 p.m. Ceviche & Aguachile Fair by the Pier on Fca. Rodriguez
Thursdays - 6 p.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture Tours meet at Galeria Pacifico - 174 Aldama
Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com
Fridays - 8 p.m. - Practilonga! - at J&B Dancing Club, Fco.
Medina Ascencio 2043. Free!
Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays - 9 a.m. to closing - PETCO
Cats & Dogs Adoption Center - next to La Comer

Thursdays - 6 to 19 p.m. - Marina Market in the Marina
Fridays - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm - Marsol Market - by the pier
Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. - 3 Hens & a Rooster Market
at the Lions’ Club - 280 Fco. Madero
Saturdays - 9 am - 2 pm - Olas Altas Farmers’ Market
at Lazaro Cardenas Park
Saturdays - 11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet
Adoptions - at Plaza Caracol
Saturdays - 5 p.m. - Bilingual Mass at Our Lady of Guadalupe - near main square
Saturdays - 12 noon to 1 p.m. - Metaphysical Group at the Cuale Cultural Center at the east end of Isla Cuale
Info: Rev.CorinaScherer@gmail.com
Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the
SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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Solution to crossword on page 43

Solution to Sudoku on page 43

9 a.m. – in English, Bilingual at 10:45 a.m. –
at Calvary Chapel (non-denominational) by Hotel Las Palmas
9:30 a.m. – First Baptist Church, next to Park Hidalgo

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000

9:30 a.m. – Christian Worship in Paradise
at the Westin Resort & Spa in the Marina
10 a.m. – Traditional Christian communion at the
Anglican Church (see ad below)
10 a.m. – Anglican/Episcopal w/communion at
Christ Church by the Sea in Plaza Genovesa
10 a.m. – Bilingual mass at Our Lady of Guadalupe
10:30 a.m. – Christian Worship in Paradise at Act II

Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
25,000+ friends
PV AnimalAc 1,800+ friends
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels 1,400+ members
assists PV’s Animal Shelter
Friends of Puerto Vallarta Animals
8,300+ followers
assists PV’s Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,300+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,700+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,400+ followers
Match Dog Com Puerto Vallarta
2,500+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
6,600+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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Free is good - sometimes.
Whether you paid $400, $1000 or
more for your computer, everyone
likes something for free to make
your computer easier to use. So I
thought I’d cover some of the best
free software out there for 2018.
But before we get started on the
“freebies”, a word about installing
new programs, any new programs.
When installing something, be it
free, paid or that CD that came
with your new printer, make sure
to always choose the “custom” or
“advanced” install.
This allows you to un-select
extras that you don’t need or want.
This will help avoid getting a
ton of toolbars and “mysterious”
programs installed on your
computer. Don’t just click ok...
ok... next… next. Look at what
the messages are actually asking
you. You’ll keep your computer
fast and responsive this way.
Ever have a video file that
Windows Media Player just can’t
seem to play? Well here’s the
program for you: VLC Media
Player (www.videolan.org/VLC).
t’s a free open source (which
means no one owns it) that seems
to play almost any video you can
throw at it. It has only a basic
interface, but it’s light and very
good. Even set it as your default
player if you like!
For security, if you are visiting
sites that are installing annoying
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programs on your computer...
adware... then Ad-Aware Free
is for you (www.lavasoft.com).
The latest version of this tool
includes new technology that
looks for malware patterns to ID
threats, and an ultra-simple mode
to automatically handle problems
before you need to worry. It’s
free for home use and naturally
the Plus and Pro versions throw in
extras, but they’ll cost you.
Now for Windows 10 users,
Microsoft has now turned
Windows Defender a “real-time”
anti-malware program. So if you
don’t go to any “suspicious” sites,
you should be ok with this basic
protection built into Windows 10
and it does a fairly respectable job
these days. But if you’re running
an older version of Windows, you
should make sure you’re protected
with a good antivirus.
For free antivirus, Avast Free
2018 is my pick (www.avast.com).
With a new interface that makes
it easier to use, as well as a new
intuitive engine for finding trouble

on your PC (on top of the usual
definitions), this long-standing
freebie continues to improve. For
a casual internet surfer, a free
anti-virus is sufficient, but if you
find the free is not protecting you
against the sites you go to, then a
paid antivirus like Norton antivirus
is HIGHLY recommended.
For music recording / mixing...
such as internet radio or live
streams: Audacity 2.1.1 rocks
(audacity.sourceforge.net). This
open source programs sets the bar
for what you can do with audio for
free. It can record anything you
can play on your computer and
edit it easily. If you want to mix
music on the cheap, Audacity is
what you need.
Another free streaming audio/
video service is Vevo, which has
many genres to choose from.
You can find Vevo on YouTube
or install the VEVO app on your
smartphone or tablet as well. Just
search VEVO in Google Play
Store or Apple App Store.
Are your pictures getting unruly
all over your hard drive? Then
Picasa 3.9 is for you. Picasa scans
your hard drive and catalogues
all the photos you have. Now
this program won’t do the
housekeeping for you but at least
you can find that lost photo of Aunt
Sophia’s 75th birthday. Picasa is
also good for basic photo editing
to make your pictures look great.
Picasa desktop has been retired
by Google, in trying to get you
to switch to Google Photos, but
you can still download Picasa
for desktop and use locally on

your computer no problem. Just
go to: picasa.en.uptodown.com/
windows/download
and install
from there.
For free internet phone calls on
your computer / tablet, you can’t
beat Skype (www.skype.com).
Skype offers its core function of
device to device communication
totally free. That goes for talking
to Skype users on smartphones as
well.
Skype has gotten so big, entire
phone systems have been built
with using it as their backbone.
You only pay if you want extras,
such as the ability to call landline
phones. US 800 numbers are also
free calls on Skype. I even have
Skype on my iPhone!
Microsoft bought Skype a few years
back, but so far they haven’t screwed
it up too much! One annoying thing
that Microsoft has started doing
however, is weekly updates to the
program. It is annoying to say the
least. You can turn off the auto
updates under “settings” and then
you just check manually periodically
for major updates.
For online calendars, I like Google
Calendar
(www.google.com/
calendar). This is one of the best
of the many Google online apps,
Calendar displays your schedule any
way you want. It’s easily searchable
and you can set it up so it emails
you at a scheduled time, with your
schedule for that day!
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click
on “articles”. See you again next
week... until then, remember: only
safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
Can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs, Data
Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades,
Graphic Design, House-calls available. Cellular 044322-157-0688 or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com

From the Vallarta Botanical Garden…
These “living dinosaurs” are often highly vulnerable
to variations in temperature and precipitation/
humidity meaning that current forecasts for our
world climate casts great concern for their future.
At the Vallarta Botanical Garden, we’re starting
the celebration of this day a little early with mountainthemed activities scheduled for Saturday, December
8th. So, stop in and join us for a talk or two, but be
sure to leave yourself time to get out and enjoy our
trails as well—after all, the Garden is nestled in the
foothills of the magnificent Sierra Madres. Please
note, the talks will be delivered in Spanish, but we are
happy to match up anyone who would like informal
translation to English with a bilingual attendee.

Dear Friends of the
Vallarta Botanical Garden,
As it’s December, I’d like to start off
by wishing you all a very happy holiday
season! For those of you from more
northerly climates, the holidays may
seem quite different without snow to
shovel, ice to slip on, or frostbite nipping
at your nose, but we in the tropics always
seem to struggle through in any case.
Actually, as most of you already know,
our winter season is when the Puerto
Vallarta region has its most dependably
perfect weather with cool evenings,
warm afternoons and reliably minimal
precipitation... the perfect ingredients
for holiday bliss!
For those who do want to experience
just a little bit of winter chill over the
holidays, just head further up into the
high country. The mountain towns of
Mascota, San Sebastian de Oeste, Talpa
de Allende, Cuale and La Provincia are
high up enough for you to have to bundle
up - and may inspire you to drink some
hot chocolate. In addition to the new
BOTANICAL DELIGHTS Tour and
Culinary Adventure that we provide to
the Garden, our tour team can take you to
these winter-like destinations and beyond
in the style, fashion and service that you
have come to expect from the Vallarta
Botanical Garden. Just contact the team
at tours@vbgardens.org to learn more!
Happy Holidays!
Robert Price
Founder and Curator, VBG

Neil Gerlowski

Executive Director, VBG

The United Nations formally declared December
11th as “International Mountain Day” starting in
2003 to highlight the importance of our planet’s lofty
heights. Mountains serve as “natural water towers”
providing 60 to 80% of all freshwater and represent
some of our greatest biodiversity refuges. Here in
Western Mexico, our Sierra Madres are especially
known for their wealth of endemic species of flora
and fauna (found nowhere else in the planet). In the
plant kingdom, this includes relict populations of
species that were once widespread ages ago.

Visit the Garden’s Hacienda de Oro Restaurant for authentic Mexican
food and brick-oven pizza. Hike the Garden’s nature trails and experience
the very best of Vallarta! The entry fee is $200. Pesos per person (good for
2 consecutive days). Children 4 and under admitted free of charge when
accompanied by a parent and/or legal guardian.
We are currently ranked #3 in “Things to Do in Puerto Vallarta”!
Wheelchair accessible parts of the Garden include the Vallarta
Conservatory of Orchids & Native Plants, the lower floors of the Hacienda

I met Bob and the Vallarta Botanical Gardens
over 10 years ago, when I was the president of
the Grupo Ecologico de Puerto Vallarta A.C.
and I would bring busloads of children to the
Garden, Bob would always greet me with a
smile and supported all of the initiatives I
brought to him to save and beautify the public
spaces in Puerto Vallarta. Since then, I am a big
admirer of the accomplishments and growth
of the Botanical Gardens, therefore I am very
thrilled to join the team and to collaborate as
a Membership and Special Events Coordinator.
On your next visit to the Garden, please come
by my desk on the upper floor of Hacienda
de Oro. I look forward to meeting all of our
members in person, listening to your suggestions
and helping plan your special occasions at the
Vallarta Botanical Garden.
Please email your membership or event
questions or receive pricing to: memberships@
vbgardens.org
Sonia Araceli Contreras M.
Events and Membership Coordinator, VBG

de Oro Visitor Center (including areas with restaurant service), restrooms,
the Holstein Tropical House, and the Daneri Vireya Rhododendron House
as well as several trails linking these areas. No wheelchairs for loan or rent.
Pets are welcome when kept on leash in their owner’s control and their
waste is picked up immediately. Extra fee of $50 pesos per pet applies. The
Garden is about 30 minutes south of Old Town PV, on Carretera a Barra
Navidad at km 24, just past Las Juntas y Los Veranos, all easily accessible
by public transportation ($25 pesos each way). Catch the bus at the corner of
Aguacate & V. Carranza in the Romantic Zone. Tel.: 223-6182. Open every
day EXCEPT MONDAYS from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. www.vbgardens.org
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Ever in search of new species of
tropical or semi-tropical plants that
will complement the others in our
gardens, I was recently delighted to
come upon this perennial – but was
rather puzzled regarding its botanical
specifics. (Actually, this is a writer’s
classic way of saying that, in point of
actuality, I had no idea whatsoever
what it was!) Thus I was delighted
when I narrowed its identification to
the family of Jatropha - with help
from pals/mentors Dr. Arthur Whistler
and Dr. Mark Olson*.
(*Now, that begs an interesting
question. Technically speaking, can
someone rather significantly junior
in age - but vastly more educated,
experienced and knowledgeable in
this field then me – still be called
such? Well, given the breadth and
depth of Mark’s plant awareness –
to say nothing of his generosity and
willingness to share all manner of
tropical botanical plant information
with me, I must most absolutely say, a
definite, yes!)
Along with the name he kindly
informed me that, “You are in a
Jatropha hotspot, with at least six wild
species in the area, including the super
charismatic Jatropha chamelensis,
which has a big trunk with golden
papery bark and leaves like huge,
green, dinner plates.”
Beyond that, those who have copies
of Volume I and II or our book series
- based on plants in our Ola Brisa
Gardens - “The Civilized Jungle,” will
recall that the Gout Plant (Jatropha
podagrica) was discussed in the
former and the Coral Plant (Jatropha
multifidi) in the latter. Hence it
should logically follow that Jatropha
coccinea should be in Volume III.
(Now to decide when to write about
Jatropha curcas, J. gossypifolia, J.
integerrima, J. ortegae and some
of the others with which I am more
personally familiar!)
The some 150 species in this genus
range from smallish herbs, through
medium-sized shrubs to smaller treesized plants. Some are perennials while
yet others are annuals. Tropical and
semi-tropical in nature, they range all
around the world. Perhaps their greatest
diversity may be found in Africa and the
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Tommy Clarkson

(Jatropha integerrima – or, possibly, J. pastada or J. coccinea)
Family: Euphorbiaceae
Also known as: Nettlespurge or Rose-flowered Jatropha
Its smallish
flowers are
five-leaved,
full and
pinkish.

… and they
can develop
interesting
“horny”
looking
leaves!

– on that side – include a lush fern,
an intriguing vine that I have yet
to identify, a Christmas Cactus, a
carnivorous Pitcher Plant and a white
Geranium. (Yes, I readily admit the
latter to not being “tropical per se” but
my Grandmother (Rose Unruh) loved
them, so it is there in her honor!) So
far, it has done rather well but we will
have to study the effects of a full year of
seasonal sun direction change.
The medium-sized leaves of this
species – and for what reason I have
no idea – cause the word “elfin” to
come to mind! They are a bit unique
. . . and rather attractive, with their
two “pointy-outy” - (Don’t you love
it when I use these highly technical
botanical terms?) - spiked sides on
the upper part of the lamina (blade,
or the principle part which most of us
folks think of as the leaf proper) not
far down from the stem! These – all
by themselves – keep the leaf from
having the more classical, oval shape.
They are a pretty, in a leaf sort of
way – pure, simple and basic green in
colorization. The smallish flowers are
five-leaved, full and pinkish.
Now – though we’ve had our
specimen not all that long – my
suggestions as to properly growing
and maintaining a Jatropha coccinea
would be in moderate to slightly
filtered sunlight - not protracted hours
of hot sun – definitely planted in welldraining soil, and watering once it
begins to dry out (via proper usage of a
hydrometer) about three to four inches
down into the roots and applying a
general floral fertilizer monthly.
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_Brisa_
Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
Americas. They prefer sandy, non-water
retaining soil and can be propagated by
either cuttings or seed.
Their primary commonality is the
similarity of their flower structures.
They like sun to partial shade and
regular watering. They can be all
monoecious (meaning that they have
both male and female flowers on the
same plant or dioecious (on different

plants). These blooms are found most
attractive by butterflies. And while
all parts of the plant are poisonous,
the seeds from them is being studied a
potential fuel alternative! I kid you not!
Prone to more sun than shade, our
new specimen is the subject of an
experiment. It is presently nestled in a
hanging basket on the southeastern side
of our Dining Palapa. Its neighbors

In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, Tommy and
Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced tropical paradise
nestled on a hill overlooking the magnificent vista of
Santiago Bay. Leisurely meander its curved, paved
path, experiencing, first hand, a delicious array of
palms, plants and flowers from all over the world.
Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@gmail.com
For back issues of “Roots”, gardening tips, tropical
plant book or to schedule a tropical garden lunch,
please visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl

Alan Southworth | Yacob Yonas | Will Shortz |

New York Times

Solution on Page 38

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 38
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18

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)
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17

3

(See location number on Central Map)

